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SHARP STRICHARTZ INEQUALITIES FOR FRACTIONAL AND
HIGHER ORDER SCHRO¨DINGER EQUATIONS
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Abstract. We investigate a class of sharp Fourier extension inequalities on the planar
curves s “ |y|p, p ą 1. We identify the mechanism responsible for the possible loss
of compactness of nonnegative extremizing sequences, and prove that extremizers exist
if 1 ă p ă p0, for some p0 ą 4. In particular, this resolves the dichotomy of Jiang,
Pausader & Shao concerning the existence of extremizers for the Strichartz inequality
for the fourth order Schro¨dinger equation in one spatial dimension. One of our tools is
a geometric comparison principle for n-fold convolutions of certain singular measures in
Rd, developed in the companion paper [32]. We further show that any extremizer exhibits
fast L2-decay in physical space, and so its Fourier transform can be extended to an entire
function on the whole complex plane. Finally, we investigate the extent to which our
methods apply to the case of the planar curves s “ y|y|p´1, p ą 1.
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1. Introduction
Gaussians are known to extremize certain Strichartz estimates in low dimensions. Con-
sider, for instance, the Strichartz inequality for the homogenous Schro¨dinger equation in d
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spatial dimensions,
}e´it∆f}
L
2` 4
d
x,t pRd`1q
ď Spdq}f}L2pRdq, (1.1)
with optimal constant given by
Spdq :“ sup
0‰fPL2
}e´it∆f}
L
2` 4
d
x,t pRd`1q
}f}L2pRdq . (1.2)
That Spdq ă 8 is of course due to the original work of Strichartz [42], which in turn
had precursors in [37, 44]. If d P t1, 2u, then Gaussians extremize (1.1), and therefore
Sp1q “ 12´1{12 and Sp2q “ 2´1{2. This was originally established by Foschi [16] and
Hundertmark & Zharnitski [23], and alternative proofs were subsequently given by Bennett
et al. [2, 3] and Gonc¸alves [21]. All of these approaches ultimately rely on the fact that
the Strichartz exponent 2` 4d is an even integer if d P t1, 2u, which in turn allows to recast
inequality (1.1) in convolution form. This is a powerful technique that has proved very
successful in tackling a number of problems in sharp Fourier restriction theory, see the
recent survey [18] and the references therein.
In recent work of the second and third authors [31], we explored the convolution struc-
ture of a family of Strichartz inequalities for higher order Schro¨dinger equations in two
spatial dimensions in order to answer a question concerning the existence of extremizers
that had appeared in the previous literature. Our purpose with the present work is three-
fold. Firstly, we resolve the dichotomy from [24] concerning the existence of extremizers
for the Strichartz inequality for the fourth order Schro¨dinger equation in one spatial di-
mension. This is related to the Fourier extension problem on the planar curve s “ y4.
Secondly, we study similar questions in the more general setting of the Fourier extension
problem on the curve s “ |y|p, for arbitrary p ą 1. We also consider odd curves s “ y|y|p´1,
p ą 1, the case p “ 3 relating to the Airy–Strichartz inequality [15,20,38]. Lastly, we study
super-exponential decay and analyticity of the corresponding extremizers and their Fourier
transform via a bootstrapping procedure.
In [24], Jiang, Pausader & Shao considered the fourth order Schro¨dinger equation with
L2 initial datum in one spatial dimension,#
iBtu´ µB2xu` B4xu “ 0, px, tq P Rˆ R,
up¨, 0q “ f P L2xpRq,
(1.3)
where u : RˆRÑ C, and µ ě 0. By scaling, one may restrict attention to µ P t0, 1u. The
solution of the Cauchy problem (1.3) can be written in terms of the propagator
upx, tq “ eitpB4x´µB2xqfpxq “ 1
2pi
ż
R
eixξeitpξ4`µξ2q pfpξqdξ,
where the spatial Fourier transform is defined as1 pfpξq :“ şR e´ixξfpxqdx. The solution
disperses as |t| Ñ 8, and consequently the following Strichartz inequality due to Kenig,
1The Fourier transform will occasionally be denoted by Fpfq “ pf .
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Ponce & Vega [26, Theorem 2.1] holds:2
}D 13µ eitpB4x´µB2xqf}L6x,tpR1`1q À }f}L2pRq. (1.4)
The main result of [24] is a linear profile decomposition for equation (1.3), which uses a
refinement of the Strichartz inequality (1.4) in the scale of Besov spaces, together with
improved localized Fourier restriction estimates. As a consequence, the authors of [24]
establish a dichotomy result for the existence of extremizers for (1.4) when µ “ 0, which
can be summarized as follows: Consider the sharp inequality in multiplier form
}D 130 eitB
4
xf}L6x,tpR1`1q ď M}f}L2pRq, (1.5)
with optimal constant given by
M :“ sup
0‰fPL2
}D 130 eitB4xf}L6x,tpR1`1q
}f}L2pRq . (1.6)
Then [24, Theorem 1.8] states that either an extremizer for (1.5) exists, or there exist a
sequence tanu Ă R satisfying |an| Ñ 8, as nÑ8, and a function f P L2, such that
M “ lim
nÑ8
}D 130 eitB4xpeianxfq}L6x,tpR1`1q
}f}L2pRq .
In the latter case, one necessarily has M “ Sp1q, where Sp1q denotes the optimal constant
defined in (1.2). Our first main result resolves this dichotomy.
Theorem 1.1. There exists an extremizer for (1.5).
Theorem 1.1 will follow from a more general result which we now introduce. As noted in
[26, §2], the operator D1{30 eitB
4
x is nothing but a constant multiple of the Fourier transform
at the point p´x,´tq P R2 of the singular measure
dσ4py, sq “ δ
`
s´ y4˘|y| 13 dy ds (1.7)
defined on the curve s “ y4. As in [31, §6.4], one is naturally led to consider generic power
curves s “ |y|p. The corresponding inequality is
}Mppfq}L6x,tpR1`1q ď Mp}f}L2pRq, (1.8)
where the multiplier operator Mp is defined as
Mppfqpx, tq “ D
p´2
6
0 e
it|Bx|pfpxq.
2Given µ P t0, 1u and α P R, we follow the notation from [24] and denote by Dαµ the differentiation
operator
Dαµfpxq :“ 1
2pi
ż
R
eixξpµ` 6ξ2qα2 pfpξqdξ.
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Inequality (1.8) can be equivalently restated as a Fourier extension inequality,
}Eppfq}L6pR2q ď Ep}f}L2pRq, (1.9)
or in convolution form as
}fσp ˚ fσp ˚ fσp}L2pR2q ď C3p}f}3L2pRq. (1.10)
Here, the singular measure σp is defined in accordance with (1.7) by
dσppy, sq “ δ
`
s´ |y|p˘|y| p´26 dy ds, (1.11)
and the Fourier extension operator Eppfq “ Fpfσpqp´¨q is given by
Eppfqpx, tq “
ż
R
eixyeit|y|p |y| p´26 fpyqdy, (1.12)
so that 6
p´2
12 Epp pfq “ 2piMppfq. If f is an extremizer for (1.9), then f is likewise an
extremizer for (1.10), and F´1pfq is an extremizer for (1.8). Thus these three existence
problems are essentially equivalent. The convolution form (1.10) also shows that the search
for extremizers can be restricted to the class of nonnegative functions. An application of
Plancherel’s Theorem further reveals that the corresponding optimal constants satisfy
E6p “ p2piq2C6p “ p2piq361´
p
2 M6p.
Our next result extends the dichotomy proved in [24, Theorem 1.8] to the case of arbi-
trary exponents p ą 1. It states that one of two possible scenarios occurs, compactness or
concentration at a point. We make the latter notion precise.
Definition 1.2. A sequence of functions tfnu Ă L2pRq concentrates at a point y0 P R if,
for every ε, ρ ą 0, there exists N P N such that, for every n ě N ,ż
|y´y0|ěρ
|fnpyq|2 dy ă ε}fn}2L2pRq.
We choose to phrase our second main result in terms of the convolution inequality (1.10)
because, as we shall see, condition (1.13) has a very simple geometric meaning in terms of
the boundary value of the relevant 3-fold convolution measure.
Theorem 1.3. Let p ą 1. If
C6p ą 2pi?
3ppp´ 1q , (1.13)
then any extremizing sequence of nonnegative functions in L2pRq for (1.10) is precompact,
after normalization and scaling. In this case, extremizers for (1.10) exist. If instead
equality holds in (1.13) then, given any y0 P R, there exists an extremizing sequence for
(1.10) which concentrates at y0.
A few remarks may help to further orient the reader. Firstly, if p “ 1, then the curve
s “ |y| has no curvature, and no non-trivial Fourier extension estimate can hold. Secondly,
if equality holds in (1.13), then Theorem 1.3 does not guarantee the non-existence of
extremizers. Indeed, C62 “ pi{
?
3, and Gaussians are known to extremize (1.10) when
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p “ 2. Various results of a similar flavour to that of Theorem 1.3 have appeared in the recent
literature. They are typically derived from a sophisticated application of concentration-
compactness techniques [9,39], a full profile decomposition [24,25,38], or the missing mass
method as in [19,20]. We introduce a new variant which follows the spirit of the celebrated
works of Lieb [4,27] and Lions [28,29]. It seems more elementary, and may be easier to adapt
to other manifolds. The proof of Theorem 1.3 involves a variant of Lions’ concentration-
compactness lemma [28], a variant of the corollary of the Bre´zis–Lieb lemma from [13],
bilinear extension estimates, and a refinement of inequality (1.9) over a suitable cap space.
In a range of exponents that includes the case p “ 4, we are able to resolve the dichotomy
posed by Theorem 1.3.
Theorem 1.4. There exists p0 ą 4 such that, for every p P p1, p0qzt2u, the strict inequality
(1.13) holds. In particular, if p P p1, p0q, then there exists an extremizer for (1.10).
Our method yields p0 « 4.803 with 3 decimal places, and effectively computes arbitrarily
good lower bounds for the ratio of L2-norms in (1.10) via expansions of suitable trial
functions in the orthogonal basis of Legendre polynomials. We remark that the value
p0 « 4.803 is suboptimal, in the sense that a natural refinement of our argument allows to
increase this value to « 5.485, see §4.3 below.
Once the existence of extremizers has been established, their properties are typically de-
duced from the study of the associated Euler–Lagrange equation. Following this paradigm,
we show that any extremizer of (1.9) decays super-exponentially fast in L2, which reflects
the analiticity of its Fourier transform. This is the content of our next result.
Theorem 1.5. Let p ą 1. If f is an extremizer for (1.9), then there exists µ0 ą 0, such
that
x ÞÑ eµ0|x|pfpxq P L2pRq.
In particular, its Fourier transform pf can be extended to an entire function on C.
Note that the exponent µ0 necessarily depends on the extremizer itself, see the discussion in
[10, p. 964]. The proof relies on a bootstrapping argument that found similar applications
in [10,12,22,40].
To some extent, our methods are able to handle the case of the planar odd curves
s “ y|y|p´1, p ą 1. Define the singular measure
dµppy, sq “ δ
`
s´ y|y|p´1˘|y| p´26 dy ds. (1.14)
The associated Fourier extension operator Sppfq “ Fpfµpqp´¨q, defined in (6.2) below, sat-
isfies the estimate }Sppfq}L6 À }f}L2 . In sharp convolution form, this can be rewritten as
}fµp ˚ fµp ˚ fµp}L2pR2q ď Q3p}f}3L2pRq, (1.15)
where Qp denotes the optimal constant. Odd curves are of independent interest, in par-
ticular because a new phenomenon emerges: caps centered around points with parallel
tangents interact strongly, regardless of separation between the points. This mechanism
was discovered in [9], and further explored in [5, 17, 19, 20, 39]. Some of these works in-
clude a symmetrization step which relies on the convolution structure of the underlying
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inequality. In the present case, we also show that the search for extremizers can be further
restricted to the class of even functions, but interestingly our symmetrization argument
does not depend on the convolution structure. This may be of independent interest since it
applies to other Fourier extension inequalities where some additional symmetry is present,
as we indicate in §6.1 below.
The following versions of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 hold for odd curves.
Theorem 1.6. Let p ą 1. If
Q6p ą 5pi?
3ppp´ 1q , (1.16)
then any extremizing sequence of nonnegative, even functions in L2pRq for (1.15) is precom-
pact, after normalization and scaling. In this case, extremizers for (1.15) exist. If instead
equality holds in (1.16) then, given any y0 P R, there exists an extremizing sequence for
(1.15) which concentrates at the pair t´y0, y0u.
The case p “ 3 of Theorem 1.6 coincides with a special case of [20, Theorem 1], which was
obtained by different methods.
Theorem 1.7. If p P p1, 2q, then the strict inequality (1.16) holds and, in particular, there
exists an extremizer for (1.15).
We believe that extremizers do not exist if p ě 2, see Conjecture 6.6 below.
Overview. The paper is organized as follows. §2 is devoted to the technical preliminar-
ies for the dichotomy statement concerning the existence of extremizers: bilinear estimates
and cap bounds. We then prove Theorem 1.3 in §3. Existence of extremizers is the subject
of §4, where we establish Theorem 1.4. Theorem 1.5 addresses the regularity of extremizers
and is established in §5. Odd curves are treated in §6, where Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 are
proved. In the Appendix, we establish useful variants of Lions’ concentration-compactness
lemma (Proposition A.1) and of a corollary of the Bre´zis–Lieb lemma (Proposition B.1).
Notation. If x, y are real numbers, we write x “ Opyq or x À y if there exists a finite
absolute constant C such that |x| ď C|y|. If we want to make explicit the dependence of
the constant C on some parameter α, we write x “ Oαpyq or x Àα y. We write x Á y if
y À x, and x » y if x À y and x Á y. Finally, the indicator function of a set E Ă Rd will
be denoted by 1E , and the complement of E will at times be denoted by E
A.
2. Bilinear estimates and cap refinements
In this section, we prove the bilinear extension estimates and cap refinements which
will be needed in the next section. Bilinear extension estimates are usually deep [43, 45],
but in the one-dimensional case one may rely on the classical Hausdorff–Young inequality.
Throughout this section, we shall consider the dyadic regions
Ik :“ r2k, 2k`1q, and I‚k :“ p´2k`1,´2ks Y r2k, 2k`1q, pk P Zq.
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2.1. Bilinear estimates. Recall the definitions (1.11) and (1.12) of the measure σp and
the Fourier extension operator Ep, respectively. Our first result quantifies the principle
that distant caps interact weakly.
Proposition 2.1. Let p ą 1 and k, k1 P Z. Then
}EppfqEppgq}L3pR2q Àp 2´|k´k1|
p´1
6 }f}L2pRq}g}L2pRq, (2.1)
for every f, g P L2pRq satisfying supp f Ď I‚k and supp g Ď I‚k1.
Proof. Setting ψ “ | ¨ |p and w “ | ¨ | p´23 , we have that`EppfqEppgq˘px, tq “ ż
R2
eixpy`y1qeitpψpyq`ψpy1qqfpyqgpy1qwpyq 12wpy1q 12 dy dy1.
Change variables py, y1q ÞÑ pu, vq “ py ` y1, ψpyq ` ψpy1qq. Except for null sets, this is a
2–to–1 map from R2 onto the region tpu, vq : v ě 2ψpu{2qu. Its Jacobian is given by
J´1py, y1q “ Bpu, vqBpy, y1q “ det
ˆ
1 ψ1pyq
1 ψ1py1q
˙
“ ψ1py1q ´ ψ1pyq
“ ppy1|y1|p´2 ´ y|y|p´2q,
(2.2)
and satisfies |J´1py, y1q| ě p||y|p´1 ´ |y1|p´1|, with equality if and only if yy1 ě 0. Thus`EppfqEppgq˘px, tq “ 2 ż eixueitvfpyqgpy1qwpyq 12wpy1q 12Jpu, vqdudv, (2.3)
where the integral is taken over the region tpu, vq : v ě 2ψpu{2qu. Note that this implies
pfσp ˚ gσpqpu, vq “ 2fpyqgpy1qwpyq 12wpy1q 12Jpu, vq, (2.4)
for every pu, vq satisfying v ą 2ψpu{2q, where py, y1q is related to pu, vq via the change of
variables described above.
By symmetry, we can and will restrict attention to |y1| ď |y|. Taking the L3-norm of
(2.3), invoking the Hausdorff–Young inequality, and then changing variables back to py, y1q,
}EppfqEppgq}L3pR2q À }fpyqgpy1qwpyq 12wpy1q 12Jpu, vq}L3{2u,vpR1`1q
“ }fpyqgpy1qwpyq 12wpy1q 12 |Jpy, y1q| 13 }
L
3{2
y,y1 pR1`1q
.
If 2k ď |y| ă 2k`1, 2k1 ď |y1| ă 2k1`1 and k ě k1 ` 2, then
|yy1| p´24
p
1
2 ||y|p´1 ´ |y1|p´1| 12 À
2pk`k1q
p´2
4
2k
p´1
2 p1´ 2´pk´k1´1qpp´1qq 12
À 2pk1´kq p4´ k12 . (2.5)
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It follows that
}EppfqEppgq}3{2L3 À
ż
R2
|fpyqgpy1q| 32wpyq 34wpy1q 34 |Jpy, y1q| 12 dy dy1 (2.6)
ď
ż
R2
|fpyqgpy1q| 32 |yy
1| p´24
p
1
2 ||y|p´1 ´ |y1|p´1| 12 dy dy
1
À 2pk1´kq p4´ k12 2 k4 2 k14 }f} 32
L2
}g} 32
L2
“ 2´|k´k1| p´14 }f} 32
L2
}g} 32
L2
.
If k P tk1, k1 ` 1u, then we can simply use the estimate }EppfqEppgq}L3 À }f}L2}g}L2 . 
Corollary 2.2. Let p ą 1 and k, k1 P Z be such that k1 ď k. Then
}EppfqEppgq}L3pR2q Àp 2´|k´k1|
p´1
6 }f}L2pRq}g}L2pRq, (2.7)
for every f, g P L2pRq satisfying supp f Ď t|y| ě 2ku and supp g Ď t|y1| ď 2k1u.
Proof. Write f “ řjěk fj and g “ řj1ăk1 gj1 , where fj :“ f1I‚j and gj1 :“ g1I‚j1 . Then:
}EppfqEppgq}L3pR2q ď
ÿ
jěk, j1ăk1
}EppfjqEppgj1q}L3 À
ÿ
jěk, j1ăk1
2´|j´j1|
p´1
6 }fj}L2}gj1}L2
ď
ˆ ÿ
jěk, j1ăk1
2´|j´j1|
p´1
3
˙ 1
2
ˆ ÿ
jěk, j1ăk1
}fj}2L2}gj1}2L2
˙ 1
2
»
ˆÿ
jěk
2´|j´k1|
p´1
3
˙ 1
2 }f}L2}g}L2 » 2´|k´k1|
p´1
6 }f}L2}g}L2 ,
where we used the triangle inequality, Proposition 2.1, the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, L2-
orthogonality, and the fact that a geometric series is comparable to its largest term. 
When studying concentration at points different from the origin, it will be useful to
consider dyadic decompositions of the real line with arbitrary centers. By reflexion and
scaling, it suffices to consider decompositions centered at 1. Define the dyadic regions
Ik :“ t2k ď y ´ 1 ă 2k`1u, and I‚k :“ t2k ď |y ´ 1| ă 2k`1u, pk P Zq
so that Ik “ 1` Ik and I‚k “ 1` I‚k . The following analogue of Proposition 2.1 holds.
Proposition 2.3. Let p ą 1 and k, k1 P Z. Let β “ mint16 , p´16 u. Then
}EppfqEppgq}L3pR2q Àp 2´β|k´k1|}f}L2pRq}g}L2pRq, (2.8)
for every f, g P L2pRq satisfying supp f Ď I‚k and supp g Ď I‚k1.
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Before embarking on the proof, let us take a closer look at the factor |yy1| p´24 |Jpy, y1q| 12
that appears after applying the Hausdorff–Young inequality in (2.6). We have already seen
that
|J´1py, y1q| “ p
ˇˇˇ
y|y|p´2 ´ y1|y1|p´2
ˇˇˇ
. (2.9)
In (2.5) we observed that, if y, y1 are separated (say, |y1| ď 12 |y|), then
|yy1| p´24ˇˇˇ
y|y|p´2 ´ y1|y1|p´2
ˇˇˇ 1
2
À |yy
1| p´24
|y| p´12
“ |y|´ p4 |y1| p´24 . (2.10)
In order to obtain a useful bound in the case when both y, y1 are close to 1, invoke the
Mean Value Theorem and write
|y|p´1 ´ |y1|p´1 “ pp´ 1qsp´2p|y| ´ |y1|q,
for some s P r|y1|, |y|s. Then, for 0 ď y1 ď y, we have thatˇˇˇ
y|y|p´2 ´ y1|y1|p´2
ˇˇˇ
“ |yp´1 ´ y1p´1| Á
#
|y ´ y1|yp´2, if p P p1, 2s,
|y ´ y1|y1p´2, if p P r2,8q.
It follows that the following estimate holds, for every 12 ď y, y1 ď 32 :
|yy1| p´24ˇˇˇ
y|y|p´2 ´ y1|y1|p´2
ˇˇˇ 1
2
À |y ´ y1|´ 12 . (2.11)
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Without loss of generality, assume |k ´ k1| ě 2. We start by
considering the situation when 0 is an endpoint of I‚k1 , i.e. k1 P t´1, 0u. Let k1 “ ´1,
so that I‚k1 “ p0, 12 s Y r32 , 2q, split g “ g` ` gr, with g` :“ g1p0, 12 s and gr :“ g1r 32 ,2q, and
dyadically decompose
g` “
ÿ
jě1
gj , with gj :“ g1p2´pj`1q,2´js.
If k ď ´3, then (2.10) implies
}EppfqEppg`q}L3 À
ÿ
jě1
ˆż
R2
|fpyqgjpy1q| 32 |yy
1| p´24
||y|p´1 ´ |y1|p´1| 12 dy dy
1
˙ 2
3
À
ÿ
jě1
ˆ
2´j
p´2
4
ż
R2
|fpyqgjpy1q| 32 dy dy1
˙ 2
3 À
ÿ
jě1
ˆ
2´j
p´2
4 2
k
4 2´
j
4 }f} 32
L2
}gj}
3
2
L2
˙ 2
3
“ 2 k6 }f}L2
ÿ
jě1
2´j
p´1
6 }gj}L2 À 2 k6 }f}L2}g`}L2 À 2´
|k´k1|
6 }f}L2}g}L2 .
If k ě 1, then Corollary 2.2 applies, and directly yields
}EppfqEppg`q}L3 À 2´|k´k1|
p´1
6 }f}L2}g}L2 .
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A similar analysis applies to gr. Setting β :“ mint16 , p´16 u, we conclude that, if k1 “ ´1
and |k ´ k1| ě 2, then
}EppfqEppgq}L3 À 2´β|k´k1|}f}L2}g}L2 .
The case k1 “ 0 admits a similar treatment. If k, k1 ď ´2 and k ´ k1 ě 2, then (2.11)
implies
}EppfqEppgq}L3 À 2
k
6 2
k1
6
2
k
3
}f}L2}g}L2 “ 2´
|k´k1|
6 }f}L2}g}L2 .
Finally, the remaining cases can be handled in a similar way by Corollary 2.2. 
Corollary 2.4. Let p ą 1 and k, k1 P Z be such that k1 ď k. Let β “ mint16 , p´16 u. Then
}EppfqEppgq}L3pR2q Àp 2´β|k´k1|}f}L2pRq}g}L2pRq, (2.12)
for every f, g P L2pRq satisfying supp f Ď t|y ´ 1| ě 2ku and supp g Ď t|y1 ´ 1| ď 2k1u.
We finish this subsection by taking yet another look at the Jacobian factor (2.9). This
will be useful in §2.2 below. Let p ě 2. If yy1 ď 0, then |J´1py, y1q| “ pp|y|p´1 ` |y1|p´1q,
in which case
|yy1| p´24
p|y|p´1 ` |y1|p´1q 12 À p|y| ` |y
1|q´ 12 “ |y ´ y1|´ 12 ,
uniformly in y, y1. To handle the complementary case yy1 ą 0, note that, if p ě 2 and
0 ď a ď b, then
bp´1 ´ ap´1 » pb´ aqbp´2. (2.13)
It follows that, if p ě 2 and yy1 ą 0, then
|J´1py, y1q| “ p||y|p´1 ´ |y1|p´1| » |y ´ y1|maxt|y|, |y1|up´2,
and so if additionally |y| ě |y1|, then
|yy1| p´24
||y|p´1 ´ |y1|p´1| 12 À
|yy1| p´24
|y| p´22 |y ´ y1| 12
ď |y ´ y1|´ 12 .
Therefore the estimate
}EppfqEppgq}
3
2
L3pR2q À
ż
R2
|fpyqgpy1q| 32
|y ´ y1| 12 dy dy
1 (2.14)
holds as long as p ě 2. We cannot hope for such a bound if 1 ă p ă 2 since (2.13) fails in
that case. However, if |y| » |y1|, then one can check in a similar way that the estimate
}EppfkqEppgkq}
3
2
L3pR2q À
ż
R2
|fkpyqgkpy1q| 32
|y ´ y1| 12 dy dy
1, (2.15)
holds for any p ą 1 and functions fk, gk which are both supported on I‚k .
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2.2. Cap bounds. An inspection of the proof of Proposition 2.1 reveals that if supp f Ď I‚k
and supp g Ď I‚k1 , for some k, k1 P Z satisfying k ´ k1 ě 2, then
}EppfqEppgq}L3pR2q À 2´|k´k1|
p´1
6
ˆ
|Ik|´ 14
ż
I‚k
|f | 32
˙ 2
3
ˆ
|Ik1 |´ 14
ż
I‚
k1
|g| 32
˙ 2
3
À 2´|k´k1| p´16 Λpfq 29 Λpgq 29 }f} 23
L2pRq}g}
2
3
L2pRq,
(2.16)
where the quantity Λpfq is defined via
Λpfq :“ sup
kPZ
|Ik|´ 14
ż
I‚k
|f | 32 . (2.17)
The purpose of this subsection is to develop on this observation. Given f P L2pRq, write
f “ řkPZ fk, with fk :“ f1I‚k . Our first result is the following.
Proposition 2.5. Let p ą 1. Then the following estimates hold, for every f P L2pRq:
}Eppfq}3L6pR2q Àp
ÿ
kPZ
}fk}3L2pRq, (2.18)
}Eppfq}3L6pR2q Àp
ÿ
kPZ
}Eppfkq}3L6pR2q ` Λpfq
4
9
´ÿ
kPZ
}fk}3L2pRq
¯ 1
3 }f} 43
L2pRq. (2.19)
Proof. By the triangle inequality,
}Eppfq}3L6 ď
ÿ
pi,j,kqPZ3
}EppfiqEppfjqEppfkq}L2 .
For each triple pi, j, kq in the previous sum, we lose no generality in assuming that
|j ´ k| “ maxt|i1 ´ j1| : i1, j1 P ti, j, kuu. (2.20)
Ho¨lder’s inequality and Proposition 2.1 then imply
}EppfiqEppfjqEppfkq}L2 À 2´|j´k|
p´1
6 }fi}L2}fj}L2}fk}L2 .
By the maximality of |j´ k|, we have that |j´ k| ě 13 |i´ j|` 13 |j´ k|` 13 |k´ i|, and hence
}Eppfq}3L6 À
ÿ
pi,j,kqPZ3
2´|i´j|
p´1
18 2´|j´k|
p´1
18 2´|k´i|
p´1
18 }fi}L2}fj}L2}fk}L2 .
A final application of Ho¨lder’s inequality yields (2.18). Estimate (2.19) follows from similar
considerations which we now detail. Let S :“ tpi, j, kq P Z3 : maxt|i´j|, |j´k|, |k´i|u ď 1u
and SA :“ Z3zS. Split the sum into diagonal and off-diagonal contributions,
}Eppfq}3L6 ď
››› ÿ
pi,j,kqPS
EppfiqEppfjqEppfkq
›››
L2
`
››› ÿ
pi,j,kqPSA
EppfiqEppfjqEppfkq
›››
L2
,
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and analyze the two terms separately. For the diagonal term, note that››› ÿ
pi,j,kqPS
EppfiqEppfjqEppfkq
›››
L2
ď
ÿ
kPZ
`
3}EppfkqEppfkqEppfk`1q}L2 ` 3}Eppfk´1qEppfkqEppfkq}L2 ` }EppfkqEppfkqEppfkq}L2
˘
ď
ÿ
kPZ
`
3}Eppfkq}2L6}Eppfk`1q}L6 ` 3}Eppfk´1q}L6}Eppfkq}2L6 ` }Eppfkq}3L6
˘ À ÿ
kPZ
}Eppfkq}3L6 .
To handle the off-diagonal term, note that estimate (2.16) implies››› ÿ
pi,j,kqPSA
EppfiqEppfjqEppfkq
›››
L2
À
ÿ1
pi,j,kq:|j´k|ě2
}fi}L2}EppfjqEppfkq}L3
À Λpfq 49
ÿ1
pi,j,kq:|j´k|ě2
2´|j´k|
p´1
6 }fi}L2}fj}
2
3
L2
}fk}
2
3
L2
,
where the sum Σ1 is taken over triples pi, j, kq P SA for which pj, kq satisfies the maximality
assumption (2.20). It follows that››› ÿ
pi,j,kqPSA
EppfiqEppfjqEppfkq
›››
L2
À Λpfq 49
ÿ
i,j,k
2´p|i´j|`|j´k|`|k´i|q
p´1
18 }fi}L2}fj}
2
3
L2
}fk}
2
3
L2
À Λpfq 49
´ÿ
kPZ
}fk}3L2
¯ 1
3
´ÿ
kPZ
}fk}2L2
¯ 2
3
.
This implies (2.19) at once, and concludes the proof of the proposition. 
The following L2 dyadic cap estimate is a direct consequence of (2.18).
Corollary 2.6. Let p ą 1. Then, for every f P L2pRq,
}Eppfq}3L6pR2q Àp
´
sup
kPZ
}fk}L2pRq
¯
}f}2L2pRq.
We now derive a cap bound similar to [24, Lemma 1.2] and [38, Lemma 1.2].
Proposition 2.7. Let p ą 1. Then the following estimate holds:
}Eppfq}3L6pR2q Àp
´
sup
kPZ
sup
IĎI‚k
|I|´ 16 }f}
L
3
2 pIq
¯ 2
3 }f} 73
L2pRq, (2.21)
for every f P L2pRq, where the inner supremum is taken over all subintervals I Ď I‚k .
Proof. We start by considering the case when f “ fkp“ f1I‚k q. From (2.15), we have that
}Eppfkq}3L6 À
ż
R2
|fkpyqfkpy1q| 32
|y ´ y1| 12 dy dy
1. (2.22)
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Arguing as in as in [24,38] we obtain, for every q ą 1, that
}Eppfkq}L6 À
`
sup
IĎI‚k
|I| 12´ 1q }fk}LqpIq
˘ 1
3 }fk}
2
3
L2pRq. (2.23)
For the convenience of the reader, we provide the details. In light of (2.22), we may assume
fk ě 0. Normalizing the supremum in (2.23) to equal 1, we may further assume thatż
I
f qk ď |I|1´
q
2 , for every subinterval I Ď I‚k . (2.24)
Denote the collection of dyadic intervals of length 2j by Dj :“ t2jrk, k ` 1q : k P Zu, and
set D :“ ŤjPZDj . We perform a Whitney decomposition of R2ztpy, yq : y P Ru in the
following manner, see for instance [11, Lemma 10] and [1, Proof of Theorem 1.2]. Given
distinct y, y1 P R, there exists a unique pair of maximal dyadic intervals I, I 1 satisfying
py, y1q P I ˆ I 1, |I| “ |I 1|, and distpI, I 1q ě 4|I|.
Let I denote the collection of all such pairs as y ‰ y1 ranges over Rˆ R. Thenÿ
pI,I 1qPI
1Ipyq1I 1py1q “ 1, for every py, y1q P R2 with y ‰ y1,
and therefore
fkpyqfkpy1q “
ÿ
pI,I 1qPI
fk,Ipyqfk,I 1py1q, for a.e. py, y1q P R2,
where fk,I :“ fk1I . Clearly, if py, y1q P I ˆ I 1 and pI, I 1q P I, then |y ´ y1| » |I|. From this
and (2.22), we may choose a slightly larger dyadic interval containing I Y I 1 but of length
comparable to |I| (still denoted by I), and it suffices to show thatÿ
IPD
1
|I| 12
´ ż
f
3
2
k,I
¯2 À ż f2k .
We further decompose
fk,I “
ÿ
nPZ
fk,I,n, where fk,I,n :“ fk1 yPI: 2n|I|1{2ďfkpyqă 2n`1|I|1{2(,
and note that it suffices to establishÿ
IPD
1
|I| 12
´ ż
f
3
2
k,I,n
¯2 À 2´|n|ε ż f2k , (2.25)
for some ε ą 0 and every n P Z. By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,´ ż
f
3
2
k,I,n
¯2 ď ´ ż f2k,I,n¯´ ż fk,I,n¯.
By construction of fk,I,n, Chebyshev’s inequality, and normalization (2.24),ż
fk,I,n ď 2n`1|I|1{2
ˇˇ 
y P I : fkpyq ě 2n|I|1{2
(ˇˇ ď 2n`1|I|1{2
ş
I f
q
k
2nq|I|´q{2 À 2
´|n|pq´1q|I| 12 , (2.26)
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for every q ą 1 and n ě 0. If n ă 0, then the following simpler estimate suffices:ż
fk,I,n À 2n|I|1{2 |I| “ 2´|n||I|
1
2 . (2.27)
Combining (2.26) and (2.27), we concludeÿ
IPD
1
|I| 12
´ ż
f
3
2
k,I,n
¯2 À 2´|n|ε ÿ
IPD
ż
f2k,I,n,
for some ε ą 0, from which we get the desired (2.25) by noting thatÿ
IPD
ż
f2k,I,n “
ÿ
jPZ
ÿ
IPDj
ż
f2k1tfk»2n´j{2u “
ż
R
´ ÿ
jPZ:
fkpyq»2n´j{2
f2k pyq
¯
dy À
ż
f2k .
This concludes the verification of (2.23). Recalling inequality (2.19), and specializing (2.23)
to q “ 32 , yields
}Eppfq}3L6 À
´
sup
k,IĎI‚k
|I|´ 16 }fk}
L
3
2 pIq
¯ ÿ
kPZ
}fk}2L2 `
´
sup
kPZ
|Ik|´ 16 }fk}
L
3
2
¯ 2
3 }f} 73
L2
À
´
sup
kPZ
sup
IĎI‚k
|I|´ 16 }fk}
L
3
2 pIq
¯ 2
3 }f} 73
L2
,
where the last line follows from Ho¨lder’s inequality. This concludes the proof. 
In the next section, it will be useful to have the L1 version of (2.21) at our disposal, and
this is the content of the following result.
Proposition 2.8. Let p ą 1. Then there exist γ P p0, 1q such that
}Eppfq}L6pR2q Àp,γ
`
sup
kPZ
sup
IĎI‚k
|I|´ 12 }f}L1pIq
˘γ}f}1´γ
L2pRq, (2.28)
for every f P L2pRq, where the inner supremum is taken over all subintervals I Ď I‚k .
The proof below yields γ “ 245 , and is inspired by [9, Proposition 2.9].
Proof of Proposition 2.8. Set δ :“ }Eppfq}L6}f}´1L2 . From (2.21) we have that
sup
kPZ
sup
IĎI‚k
|I|´ 16 }f}
L
3
2 pIq Á δ
9
2 }f}L2pRq.
Then there exist k P Z and an interval I Ď I‚k , such thatż
I
|f | 32 ě c0δ 274 |I| 14 }f}
3
2
L2pRq,
for a universal constant c0 (independent of f, δ). Given R ě 1, define the set E :“ ty P
I : |fpyq| ď Ru. Set g :“ f1E and h :“ f ´ g. Then g and h have disjoint supports, and
}g}L8 ď R. Since |hpyq| ě R for almost every y P I for which hpyq ‰ 0, we haveż
I
|h| 32 ď R´ 12
ż
I
|h|2 ď R´ 12 }f}2L2pRq.
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Choose R satisfying R´ 12 “ c02 δ
27
4 |I| 14 }f}´ 12
L2pRq. Thenż
I
|g| 32 “
ż
I
|f | 32 ´
ż
I
|h| 32 ě c0
2
δ
27
4 |I| 14 }f} 32
L2pRq.
Since g is supported on I, Ho¨lder’s inequality implies
}g}L2 ě |I|´ 16 }g}L 32 ě c1δ
9
2 }f}L2 , (2.29)
where c1 is universal. Since }g}L8 ď R, we have (by definition of R) that
|gpyq| ď c2δ´ 272 |I|´ 12 }f}L2pRq1Ipyq, for almost every y P R,
where c2 is universal. Together with (2.29), this implies the lower boundż
I
|g| ě
ż
I
|g| |g|
c2δ
´ 27
2 |I|´ 12 }f}L2
“ c´12 δ
27
2 |I| 12 }g}
2
L2
}f}L2 ě c3δ
45
2 |I| 12 }f}L2 .
where c3 is universal. Since |g| ď |f |, it follows that
c3δ
45
2 |I| 12 }f}L2pRq ď }g}L1pIq ď }f}L1pIq.
Recalling the definition of δ, we obtain (2.28) with γ “ 245 . This completes the proof. 
3. Existence versus concentration
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.3. Start by observing the scale invari-
ance of (1.10), or equivalently that of (1.9). Indeed, if fλpyq :“ fpλyq, then }fλ}L2pRq “
λ´1{2}f}L2pRq. On the other hand, Eppfλqpx, tq “ λ´pp`4q{6Eppfqpx{λ, t{λpq, and so
}Eppfλq}L6pR2q “ λ´
p`4
6
` p`1
6 }Eppfq}L6pR2q “ λ´ 12 }Eppfq}L6pR2q.
In particular, given any sequence tanu Ă Rzt0u, if tfnu is an L2-normalized extremizing
sequence for (1.9), then so is t|an|1{2fnpan¨qu.
We come to the first main result of this section.
Proposition 3.1. Let tfnu Ă L2pRq be an L2-normalized extremizing sequence of nonneg-
ative functions for (1.9). Then there exists a subsequence tfnku, and a sequence taku Ă
Rzt0u, such that the rescaled sequence tgku, gk :“ |ak|1{2fnkpak¨q, satisfies one of the fol-
lowing conditions:
(i) There exists g P L2pRq such that gk Ñ g in L2pRq, as k Ñ8, or
(ii) tgku concentrates at y0 “ 1.
Theorem 1.3 follows at once from Proposition 3.1 and the following result.
Lemma 3.2. Let p ą 1. Given y0 P Rzt0u, let tfnu Ă L2pRq be a sequence concentrating
at y0. Then
lim sup
nÑ8
}fnσp ˚ fnσp ˚ fnσp}2L2pR2q
}fn}6L2pRq
ď 2pi?
3 ppp´ 1q . (3.1)
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If we set fnpyq “ e´np|y|p´|y0|p´py0|y0|p´2py´y0qq|y| p´26 , then the sequence tfn}fn}´1L2 u concen-
trates at y0, and equality holds in (3.1).
Convolution of singular measures is treated in much greater generality in the companion
paper [32]. Lemma 3.2 is almost contained in [31, 32], and we just indicate the necessary
changes.
Proof sketch of Lemma 3.2. Once the boundary value for | ¨ | p´26 σp ˚ | ¨ | p´26 σp ˚ | ¨ | p´26 σp
given in (4.3) below is known to equal the right-hand side of (3.1), the proof for p ě 2
follows the exact same lines as that of [31, Lemmata 4.1 and 4.2]. We omit the details.
If 1 ă p ă 2, then the function |¨| p´26 fails to be continuous at the origin, and an additional
argument is needed. We show how to reduce matters to the analysis of projection measure.
Let tfnu Ă L2pRq concentrate at y0 ‰ 0. Then
lim sup
nÑ8
}fnσp ˚ fnσp ˚ fnσp}2L2
}fn}6L2
“ |y0|p´2 lim sup
nÑ8
}fnνp ˚ fnνp ˚ fnνp}2L2
}fn}6L2
, (3.2)
where νp denotes the projection measure dνp “ δ
`
s´ |y|p˘ dy ds. To verify (3.2), consider
the interval J :“ ry0{2, 3y0{2s. Then
lim sup
nÑ8
}fnσp ˚ fnσp ˚ fnσp}2L2
}fn}6L2
“ lim sup
nÑ8
}fn1Jσp ˚ fn1Jσp ˚ fn1Jσp}2L2
}fn1J}6L2
“ |y0|p´2 lim sup
nÑ8
}fnνp ˚ fnνp ˚ fnνp}2L2
}fn}6L2
.
Here, to justify the first equality, invoke the continuity of the operator Ep, and the fact
that the sequence tfnu concentrates at y0. For the second equality, additionally note that
}fn1J | ¨ | p´26 ´ fn1J |y0| p´26 }L2
}fn1J}L2 Ñ 0, as nÑ8.
From [32, Proposition 2.1], the measure νp ˚ νp ˚ νp defines a continuous function in the in-
terior of its support, with continuous extension to the boundary except at p0, 0q. Moreover,
for any y0 ‰ 0,
pνp ˚ νp ˚ νpqp3y0, 3|y0|pq “ 2pi?
3 ppp´ 1q|y0|p´2 .
The result now follows as in [31, Lemmata 4.1 and 4.2]. 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 relies on the bilinear extension estimates and cap bounds
from §2, together with a suitable variant of Lions’ concentration-compactness lemma, which
is formulated in the appendix as Proposition A.1. This has two important consequences
for the present context, the first of which is the following.
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Proposition 3.3. Let tfnu Ă L2pRq be an L2–normalized extremizing sequence for (1.9).
Let trnu be a sequence of nonnegative numbers, satisfying rn Ñ 0, as nÑ8, and
inf
nPN
ż 1`rn
1´rn
|fnpyq|2 dy ą 0.
Then the sequence tfnu concentrates at y0 “ 1.
Proof. Consider the intervals Jn :“ r1´ rn, 1` rns, n P N, and define the pseudometric
% : Rzt1u ˆ Rzt1u Ñ r0,8q, %px, yq :“ |k ´ k1|, (3.3)
where k, k1 are such that |x´ 1| P r2k, 2k`1q and |y´ 1| P r2k1 , 2k1`1q. Let R be an integer.
Then the ball centered at x ‰ 1 of radius R defined by % is given by
Bpx,Rq “ ty P Rzt1u : 2k´R ď |y ´ 1| ă 2k`R`1u.
Let tfnu be as in the statement of the proposition. Apply Proposition A.1 to the sequence
t|fn|2u with X “ R equipped with Lebesgue measure, x¯ “ 1, the function % defined as in
(3.3), and λ “ 1. Passing to a subsequence, also denoted by t|fn|2u, one of three cases
arises.
Case 1. The sequence t|fn|2u satisfies compactness. In this case, there exists txnu Ă
Rzt1u with the property that for any ε ą 0, there exists R ă 8 such that, for every n ě 1,ż
Bpxn,Rq
|fn|2 ě 1´ ε. (3.4)
Suppose that lim supnÑ8 |xn ´ 1| ą 0. Then, possibly after extraction of a subsequence,
txnu is eventually far from 1, i.e. there exist N0 P N, `˚ P Z such that |xn ´ 1| ą 2`˚ ,
for every n ě N0. Let ε :“ 12 infn }fn}2L2pJnq ą 0, and choose an integer R such that (3.4)
holds. Now,
Bpxn, Rq “ ty P Rzt1u : 2kn´R ď |y ´ 1| ă 2kn`R`1u,
where kn is such that |xn ´ 1| P r2kn , 2kn`1q, and hence Bpxn, Rq Ď ty ‰ 1: |y ´ 1| ě
2`
˚´Ru. Let N1 ě N0 be such that rn ă 2`˚´R, for every n ě N1. In this case, we have
Jn XBpxn, Rq “ H, which is impossible because our choice of ε would then force
1 “
ż
R
|fn|2 ě
ż
Jn
|fn|2 `
ż
Bpxn,Rq
|fn|2 ą 1.
It follows that xn Ñ 1, as n Ñ 8, and consequently the sequence tfnu concentrates at
y0 “ 1. Indeed, given ε ą 0, choose an integer R such that (3.4) holds. Then Bpxn, Rq Ď
r1´ 2kn`R`1, 1` 2kn`R`1szt1u, where |xn ´ 1| P r2kn , 2kn`1q and kn Ñ ´8, as nÑ8, so
that 2kn`R`1 Ñ 0, as nÑ8. This forcesż 1`2kn`R`1
1´2kn`R`1
|fnpyq|2 dy ě 1´ ε,
for every n ě 1, which implies concentration of the sequence tfnu at y0 “ 1.
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Case 2. The sequence t|fn|2u satisfies dichotomy. Let α P p0, 1q be as in the di-
chotomy condition. Given ε ą 0, consider the corresponding data R, k0, ρn,j “ |fn,j |2, j P
t1, 2u, txnu Ă Rzt1u, tRnu Ă r0,8q. In particular,
supppfn,1q Ă Bpxn, Rq, and supppfn,2q Ă Bpxn, RnqA.
Since Rn ´RÑ8, as nÑ8, by Corollary 2.4 we obtain
}Eppfn,1qEppfn,2q}L3 ď Cn}fn,1}L2}fn,2}L2 , (3.5)
where Cn “ Cnpεq À 2´βpRn´Rq, for some β ą 0. In particular, given ε ą 0, we have that
Cn Ñ 0, as nÑ8. Aiming at a contradiction, consider that
}Eppfn ´ fn,1 ´ fn,2q}L6 ď Ep}fn ´ pfn,1 ` fn,2q}L2 ď Epε 12 , (3.6)
The latter inequality requires a short justification which boils down to the pointwise esti-
mate
p|fn| ´ p|fn,1| ` |fn,2|qq2 ď ||fn|2 ´ p|fn,1| ` |fn,2|q2| “ ||fn|2 ´ p|fn,1|2 ` |fn,2|2q|. (3.7)
This, in turn, follows from the disjointness of the supports of fn,1 and fn,2, together with
the trivial estimate ||fn| ´ p|fn,1| ` |fn,2|q| ď |fn| ` p|fn,1| ` |fn,2|q. In this way, (3.7) and
Proposition A.1 imply
}p|fn| ´ p|fn,1| ` |fn,2|qq2}L1 ď }|fn|2 ´ p|fn,1|2 ` |fn,2|2q}L1 ď ε.
Coming back to (3.6), we have as an immediate consequence that
}Eppfnq}L6 ď Epε 12 ` }Eppfn,1 ` fn,2q}L6 .
Expanding the binomial, using }fn,1}L2 , }fn,2}L2 ď 1, and Ho¨lder’s inequality together with
(3.5), we find that there exists c independent of n such that, for sufficiently large n,
}Eppfn,1 ` fn,2q}6L6 ď }Eppfn,1q}6L6 ` }Eppfn,2q}6L6 ` cCn
ď E6pp}fn,1}6L2 ` }fn,2}6L2q ` cCn
ď E6pppα` εq3 ` p1´ α` εq3q ` cCn.
(3.8)
This implies, for every sufficiently large n,
}Eppfnq}L6 ď Epε 12 ` pE6pppα` εq3 ` p1´ α` εq3q ` cCnq
1
6 .
Taking nÑ8, and recalling that tfnu is an L2-normalized extremizing sequence for (1.9),
we find that
Ep ď Epε 12 `Epppα` εq3 ` p1´ α` εq3q 16 ,
for every ε ą 0. Taking εÑ 0 yields 1 ď α3`p1´αq3, which is impossible since α P p0, 1q.
Hence dichotomy does not arise.
Case 3. The sequence t|fn|2u satisfies vanishing. In this case,
lim
nÑ8 supkPZ
ż
2k´Rď|y´1|ď2k`R`1
|fnpyq|2 dy “ 0,
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for every integer R ă 8. In particular, for fixed k P N, we have
lim
nÑ8
ż
2´kď|y´1|ď2k
|fnpyq|2 dy “ 0. (3.9)
Set fn,1 :“ fn1r1´2´k,1`2´ks and fn,2 :“ fn1t|y´1|ě2ku. Since }fn ´ fn,1 ´ fn,2}L2 Ñ 0, as
nÑ8, it follows that tfn,1`fn,2un is also an extremizing sequence for (1.9), for each k P N.
This new sequence splits the mass into two separated regions, and so we expect to reach a
contradiction if lim supnÑ8 }fn,2}L2 ą 0, just as in Case 2. Set αk :“ lim supnÑ8 }fn,2}2L2
(recall that fn,2 depends on k), and note that tαku is a constant sequence. Indeed,ż
|y´1|ě2k
|fnpyq|2 dy “
ż
|y´1|ě2k`1
|fnpyq|2 dy `
ż
2kď|y´1|ď2k`1
|fnpyq|2 dy (3.10)
and from (3.9) with k ` 1 instead of k we have
lim
nÑ8
ż
2kď|y´1|ď2k`1
|fnpyq|2 dy “ 0.
Taking lim supnÑ8 in (3.10) yields αk`1 “ αk, for every k P N. An argument analogous
to that of Case 2 (starting from (3.8)) shows that there exist β ą 0 and a sequence tCku,
0 ď Ck À 2´βk Ñ 0, as k Ñ8, such that
1 ď α3k ` p1´ αkq3 ` Ck, for every k P N.
Since αk ” α is constant, we may take k Ñ 8 in the previous inequality and obtain
1 ď α3 ` p1 ´ αq3. Since α P r0, 1s, necessarily α P t0, 1u. We claim that α “ 0. For any
k ě 1, the support of fn,2 is disjoint from the interval Jn if n large enough. Thus
}fn,2}2L2 ď 1´
ż
Jn
|fn|2 ď 1´ inf
nPN
ż
Jn
|fn|2,
and therefore
α ď 1´ inf
nPN
ż
Jn
|fn|2 ă 1.
We conclude that α “ 0, as claimed. Finally, we show that vanishing implies concentration
at y “ 1. Since
1 “ }fn}2L2 “ }fn,1}2L2 `}fn,2}2L2 ` onp1q “ }fn,1}2L2 ` onp1q “ }fn1r1´2´k,1`2´ks}2L2 ` onp1q,
we find that, for every k P N,
lim
nÑ8
ż 1`2´k
1´2´k
|fnpyq|2 dy “ 1.
This implies that the sequence tfnu concentrates at y0 “ 1.
To sum up, we proved that any sequence tfnu as in the statement of the proposition does
not satisfy dichotomy; and that if it satisfies compactness or vanishing, then it concentrates
at y0 “ 1. Thus the proof is complete. 
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As a second application of Proposition A.1, we prove dyadic localization of extremizing
sequences, after rescaling. We take X “ R, x¯ “ 0, and use the dyadic pseudometric
% : Rzt0u ˆ Rzt0u Ñ r0,8q, %px, yq :“ |k ´ k1|, (3.11)
where this time |x| P r2k, 2k`1q and |y| P r2k1 , 2k1`1q. In this case, if R is an integer, then
Bpx,Rq “ ty P Rzt0u : 2k´R ď |y| ă 2k`R`1u.
Proposition 3.4. Let tfnu Ă L2pRq be an L2-normalized extremizing sequence for (1.9).
Then there exist a subsequence tfnku, a sequence taku Ă Rzt0u, and a function Θ : r1,8q Ñ
p0,8q, ΘpRq Ñ 0, as R Ñ 8, such that the rescaled sequence tgku, gk :“ |ak|1{2fnkpak¨q,
satisfies
}gk}L2pr´R,RsAq ď ΘpRq, for every k ě 1 and R ě 1. (3.12)
This proposition will provide the input for the suitable application of the Bre´zis–Lieb
lemma, which is formulated in the appendix as Proposition B.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Let tfnu be as in the statement of the proposition. In view of
Corollary 2.6, there exists `n P Z such that }fn}L2pI ‚`
n
q Áp 1, if n is large enough. Setting
gn :“ 2`n{2fnp2`n ¨q, we then have that
}gn}L2pI‚0 q Áp 1, (3.13)
for every sufficiently large n. Using Proposition A.1 with the pseudometric (3.11), we
obtain a subsequence t|gnk |2u that satisfies one of three possibilities. Because of (3.13),
vanishing does not occur. The argument given in Case 2 of the proof of Proposition 3.3
can be used in conjunction with Corollary 2.2 to show that the sequence t|gnk |2u does
not satisfy dichotomy either. Therefore it must satisfy compactness. Thus, there exists a
sequence tNku Ă Z such that, for every k ě 1 and ε ą 0, there exists an integer r “ rpεq
for which ż
2Nk´rď|y|ď2Nk`r`1
|gkpyq|2 dy ě 1´ ε.
Because of (3.13), the sequence tNku is bounded, supkě1 |Nk| “: r0 ă 8. By redefining r
as r ` r0 ` 1, it follows thatż
2´rď|y|ď2r
|gkpyq|2 dy ě 1´ ε, for every k ě 1. (3.14)
Defining the function
θpRq :“ sup
kě1
ż
tR´1ď|y|ďRuA
|gkpyq|2 dy,
then R ÞÑ θpRq is a non-increasing function of R which is bounded by 1 and, in view of
(3.14), satisfies θpRq Ñ 0, as RÑ8. By construction,ż
tR´1ď|y|ďRuA
|gkpyq|2 dy ď θpRq, for every k ě 1, R ě 1,
which implies (3.12) at once by taking Θ :“ θ 12 . This concludes the proof. 
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We are finally ready to prove Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let tfnu be as in the statement of the proposition. Apply Propo-
sition 3.4 to tfnu, and denote the resulting rescaled subsequence by tgnu. From the L1
cap estimate (2.28) we know that, for each sufficiently large n, there exists an interval
Jn “ rsn ´ rn, sn ` rns, contained in a dyadic interval3 r2kn , 2kn`1s, such thatż
Jn
|gn| ě c|Jn| 12 ,
for some c ą 0 which is independent of n. By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,
}gn}L2pJnq ě c, (3.15)
and so estimate (3.12) implies the existence of C ą 0 independent of n, such that C´1 ď
|sn| ď C. Rescaling again, we may assume sn “ 1, for every n.
If r˚ :“ lim infnÑ8 |Jn| ą 0, then passing to the relevant subsequence that realizes the
limit inferior we haveż 1`2r˚
1´2r˚
gnpyq dy “
ż 1`2r˚
1´2r˚
|gnpyq|dy ě
ż
Jn
|gn| Á
?
r˚,
provided n is large enough to ensure Jn Ď r1´ 2r˚, 1` 2r˚s. Therefore any L2-weak limit
of the sequence tgnu is nonzero. Here we used the nonnegativity of the sequence tgnu. By
Proposition B.1, we conclude that there exists 0 ‰ g P L2pRq, such that possibly after a
further extraction, gn Ñ g in L2pRq, as nÑ8. In other words, (i) holds.
It remains to consider the case when |Jn| Ñ 0, as nÑ8. In view of (3.15), Proposition
3.3 applies, and the sequence tgnu concentrates at y0 “ 1, i.e. (ii) holds. This finishes the
proof of Proposition 3.1 (and therefore of Theorem 1.3). 
4. Existence of extremizers
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.4. The basic strategy is to choose an appropriate
trial function f for which the ratio from (1.10),
Φppfq :“
}fσp ˚ fσp ˚ fσp}2L2pR2q
}f}6
L2pRq
, (4.1)
can be estimated via a simple lower bound. We will give different arguments depending
on whether 1 ă p ă 2 or p ą 2, which rely on distinct choices of trial functions. This can
be explained by the different qualitative nature of the 3-fold convolutions wνp ˚wνp ˚wνp
in the two regimes of p, see Figures 1 and 2 below. Here, and throughout this section,
dνp “ δ
`
s´ |y|p˘ dy ds denotes projection measure on the curve s “ |y|p, and the weight
is given by w “ | ¨ |pp´2q{3. Note that dσp “ ?w dνp.
The following analogue of [31, Proposition 6.4] holds for 3-fold convolutions in R2.
Proposition 4.1. Given p ą 1, the following assertions hold for wνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνp:
3Or its negative, but in that case we replace fn by its reflection around the origin.
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(a) It is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on R2.
(b) Its support, denoted Ep, is given by
Ep “ tpξ, τq P R2 : τ ě 31´p|ξ|pu. (4.2)
(c) If p ě 2, then its Radon–Nikodym derivative, also denoted by wνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνp,
defines a bounded, continuous function in the interior of the set Ep. If 1 ă p ă 2,
then wνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνp defines a continuous function on the setrEp :“ tpξ, τq P R2 : 31´p|ξ|p ă τ ă 21´p|ξ|pu.
(d) It is even in ξ,
pwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpqp´ξ, τq “ pwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpqpξ, τq,
for every ξ P R, τ ą 0, and homogeneous of degree zero in the sense that
pwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpqpλξ, λpτq “ pwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpqpξ, τq, for every λ ą 0.
(e) It extends continuously to the boundary of Ep, except at the point pξ, τq “ p0, 0q,
with values given by
pwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpqpξ, 31´p|ξ|pq “ 2pi?
3ppp´ 1q , if ξ ‰ 0. (4.3)
Proof. For p ě 2, the result follows from [32, Proposition 2.1] and [32, Remark 2.3]. If
1 ă p ă 2, then the weight w is singular at the origin, and an additional argument is
required in order to establish parts (c) and (e) (as the others follow from [32]). Note that
part (e) also follows from [32] after we verify (c), and so it suffices to show the latter.
Let ψ “ | ¨ |p. From [32, Remark 2.3], the following formula holds on rEp,
pwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpqpξ, τq
“
ż
S1
p| ξ3 ` αpω1 ` ω2q|| ξ3 ´ αω1|| ξ3 ´ αω2|q
p´2
3
xω1, ∇ψpξ{3`αω1`αω2q´∇ψpξ{3´αω1qα y ` xω2, ∇ψpξ{3`αω1`αω2q´∇ψpξ{3´αω2qα y
dµpω1,ω2q,
(4.4)
provided that the function W defined by
W pξ, ω1, ω2q :“ p|ξ{3` αpω1 ` ω2q||ξ{3´ αω1||ξ{3´ αω2|q p´23 (4.5)
is continuous in the domain of integration. Here ω21 ` ω22 “ 1, arc length measure on the
unit circle S1 is denoted by µ, and the function α “ αpξ, τ, ω1, ω2q is implicitly defined by
|ξ{3` αpω1 ` ω2q|p ` |ξ{3´ αω1|p ` |ξ{3´ αω2|p “ τ,
see [32] for details. It follows that
|ξ{3` αpω1 ` ω2q|p ` |ξ{3´ αω1|p ` |ξ{3´ αω2|p ă 21´p|ξ|p,
provided pξ, τq P rEp. On the other hand, if ξ{3´ αω1 “ 0, then convexity of ψ implies
|2ξ{3` αω2|p ` |ξ{3´ αω2|p ě 21´p|ξ|p,
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and similarly if ξ{3´ αω2 “ 0, while if ξ{3` αpω1 ` ω2q “ 0, then
|ξ{3´ αω1|p ` |ξ{3´ αω2|p ě 21´p|2ξ{3´ αpω1 ` ω2q|p “ 21´p|ξ|p.
It follows that none of these three terms can vanish in a neighborhood of any point pξ, τq PrEp, and therefore W is continuous there. Thus identity (4.4) holds, and this concludes the
verification of part (c). 
The boundedness of wνp ˚wνp ˚wνp provides an alternative way towards estimate (1.10)
via the usual application of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, at least in the restricted range
p ě 2. Moreover, identity (4.3) and the argument in Lemma 3.2 together imply that the
corresponding optimal constant Cp satisfies
C6p ě 2pi?
3ppp´ 1q ,
which should be compared to (1.13).
4.1. Effective lower bounds for Cp. We start by examining a simple lower bound, which
is the analogue of [31, Lemma 6.1] for 3-fold convolutions in R2.
Lemma 4.2. Given a strictly convex function Ψ : R Ñ R and a nonnegative function
w : R Ñ r0,8q, consider the measures dνpy, sq “ δ`s´Ψpyq˘ dy ds and dσ “ ?w dν.
Let E denote the support of the convolution measure ν ˚ ν ˚ ν. Given λ ą 0, a P R, let
fλ,apyq :“ e´λpΨpyq`ayq
a
wpyq. Then
}fλ,aσ ˚ fλ,aσ ˚ fλ,aσ}2L2pR2q
}fλ,a}6L2pRq
ě }fλ,a}
6
L2pRqş
E e
´2λpτ`aξq dξ dτ
, (4.6)
for every fλ,a P L2pRq such that fλ,aσ ˚ fλ,aσ ˚ fλ,aσ P L2pR2q.
The proof is entirely parallel to that of [31, Lemma 6.1]. Note that (4.6) implies
sup
0‰fPL2pRq
}fσ ˚ fσ ˚ fσ}2L2pR2q
}f}6
L2pRq
ě sup
λą0, aPR
}fλ,a}6L2pRqş
E e
´2λpτ`aξq dξ dτ
. (4.7)
Specializing Lemma 4.2 to the case of the measure σp with the natural choice of trail
function fpyq “ e´|y|p |y|pp´2q{6, a quick computation yields
Φppfq ě
4 Γpp`13p q3
3
1´ 1
p p2Γ
`
1
p
˘ . (4.8)
This lower bound is good enough to establish the strict inequality (1.13) in a range of p
that includes the cubic case p “ 3 but not the quartic case p “ 4, so we have to refine it.
For the above choice of trial function, the corresponding ratio (4.1) can be expanded as an
infinite series with nonnegative terms, whose coefficients are given in terms of the Gamma
function and whose first term equals the expression on the right-hand side of (4.8).
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Proposition 4.3. Let p ą 1 and fpyq “ e´|y|p |y|pp´2q{6 P L2pRq. Then
Φppfq “
3
1´ 1
p p2 Γ
`
1
p
˘
23 Γ
`
p`1
3p
˘3 8ÿ
n“0
p4n` 1q24n´1
ˆ nÿ
k“0
ˆ
2n
2k
˙ˆ
n` k ´ 12
2n
˙
I2kppq
˙2
, (4.9)
where the coefficients tI2kppqukě0 are given by expression (4.15) below.
The proof will make use of the classical Legendre polynomials, denoted tPnuně0, which
constitute a family of orthogonal polynomials with respect to the L2-norm on the interval
r´1, 1s. Explicitly, they are given by4
Pnptq “ 2n
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙ˆn`k´1
2
n
˙
tk, ´1 ď t ď 1, (4.10)
from where one checks that xPm, PnyL2 “ 22n`1 δ
`
n “ m ,˘ see [41, Corollary 2.16, Chap-
ter 4]. See also [6, 9, 17, 21, 30] for earlier appearances of Legendre and other families of
orthogonal polynomials in sharp Fourier restriction theory.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Start by noting that the function fpyq “ e´|y|p |y|pp´2q{6 coincides
with e´τ
a
wpξq on the support of σp. Using this together with parts (b) and (d) of
Proposition 4.1, we obtain
}fσp ˚ fσp ˚ fσp}2L2 “ }e´τ pwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpq}2L2
“
ż 8
0
ż 31´ 1p τ 1p
´31´ 1p τ 1p
e´2τ pwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpq2pξ, τq dξ dτ
“
ż 8
0
ż 31´ 1p
´31´ 1p
τ
1
p e´2τ pwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpq2pτ
1
pλ, τq dλ dτ
“
´ ż 8
0
τ
1
p e´2τ dτ
¯ ż 31´ 1p
´31´ 1p
pwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpq2pλ, 1q dλ
“ 3
1´ 1
pΓp1pq
p2
1` 1
p
ż 1
´1
pwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpq2p31´
1
p t, 1q dt. (4.11)
On the other hand,
}f}2L2 “
ż
R
e´2|y|p |y| p´23 dy “ 2
ż 8
0
e´2ypy
p´2
3 dy “ 2
2
3
´ 1
3p
p
Γ
´p` 1
3p
¯
. (4.12)
4Recall that the binomial coefficient
`
α
n
˘
:“ αpα´1q...pα´n`1q
n!
is also defined when α R Z.
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Given t P r´1, 1s, define gpptq :“ pwνp ˚wνp ˚wνpq
`
3
1´ 1
p t, 1
˘
. Expanding gp in the basis of
Legendre polynomials,
}gp}2L2pr´1,1s,dtq “
8ÿ
n“0
1
}Pn}2L2
´ż 1
´1
gpptqPnptqdt
¯2
“
8ÿ
n“0
p4n` 1q24n´1
ˆ nÿ
k“0
ˆ
2n
2k
˙ˆ
n` k ´ 12
2n
˙ż 1
´1
gpptqt2k dt
˙2
,
where the last identity follows from (4.10), the normalization }Pn}2L2 “ 22n`1 , and the fact
that gp is an even function of t. We proceed to find an explicit expression for the moments
Inppq :“
ş1
´1 gpptq tn dt. Given b P R, we compute:ż
R2
e´pτ´bξqpwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpqpξ, τqdξ dτ
“
ż 8
0
ż 31´ 1p
´31´ 1p
τ
1
p e´τebτ
1
p λpwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpqpλ, 1q dλdτ
“
8ÿ
n“0
3
p1´ 1
p
qp2n`1q
b2n
p2nq!
´ ż 8
0
e´ττ
2n`1
p dτ
¯ ż 1
´1
t2npwνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνpqp31´
1
p t, 1qdt
“
8ÿ
n“0
3
p1´ 1
p
qp2n`1q
b2n
p2nq!
2n` 1
p
Γ
´2n` 1
p
¯
I2nppq. (4.13)
This Laplace transform can be alternatively computed as follows:ż
R2
e´pτ´bξqpwνp˚wνp ˚ wνpqpξ, τqdξ dτ “
ˆż
R
e´|y|peby|y| p´23 dy
˙3
“
ˆ 8ÿ
n“0
2b2n
p2nq!
ż 8
0
e´ypy
p´2
3
`2n dy
˙3
“
ˆ 8ÿ
n“0
2b2n
pp2nq!Γ
´p` 1` 6n
3p
¯˙3
.
(4.14)
Equating coefficients of the same degree, we obtain that
I2nppq “ 2
3 p2nq!
3
p1´ 1
p
qp2n`1q
p2p2n` 1qΓ`2n`1p ˘
nÿ
k“0
n´kÿ
m“0
Γ
`
p`1`6k
3p
˘
Γ
`
p`1`6m
3p
˘
Γ
`p`1`6pn´k´mq
3p
˘
p2kq!p2mq!p2pn´ k ´mqq! .
(4.15)
Identity (4.9) follows at once, and the proof is complete. 
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Figure 1. Plot of the functions gp,N ptq, appropriately normalized so that
they are close to 1 at t “ 1, for p P t3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12u. We used N “ 10 for
p P t3, 4, 5u, and N “ 15 for p P t10, 11, 12u.
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3
Figure 2. Plot of the functions gp,N ptq, appropriately normalized so that
they are close to 1 at t “ 1, for p P t43 , 32 , 53u. We used N “ 10.
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Remark 4.4. From the preceding proof, we have the following approximating sequence
tgp,NuNě0 for gp:
gp,N ptq :“
Nÿ
n“0
p4n` 1q22n´1
ˆ nÿ
k“0
ˆ
2n
2k
˙ˆ
n` k ´ 12
2n
˙
I2kppq
˙
P2nptq, ´1 ď t ď 1.
This was used to construct Figures 1 and 2. They correspond to approximate graphs
of wνp ˚ wνp ˚ wνp on the region tpξ, 1q : 0 ď ξ ď 31´1{pu, for different values of p. By
homogeneity, the full picture on R2 can be obtained from these graphs. Figure 1 indicates
that, for large p, the function gpptq becomes small as t Ñ 0. The function pwνp ˚ wνp ˚
wνpqpξ, τq should then be small near the τ–axis, unlike the case of small values of p. This
suggests that extremizing sequences may concentrate at the boundary if p is large enough.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.4. We consider the case p ą 2 first. From Theorem 1.3 and
Proposition 4.3, it suffices to show that there exists N P N, such that
3
1´ 1
p p2 Γ
`
1
p
˘
23 Γ
`
p`1
3p
˘3 Nÿ
n“0
p4n` 1q24n´1
ˆ nÿ
k“0
ˆ
2n
2k
˙ˆ
n` k ´ 12
2n
˙
I2kppq
˙2
ą 2pi?
3ppp´ 1q , (4.16)
where the coefficients I2kppq are given by (4.15). The range of validity of (4.16) can be
estimated by performing an accurate numerical calculation. Taking N “ 15, one checks
that inequality (4.16) holds for every p P p2, p0q, where p0 P r4, 5s and can be numerically
estimated by p0 « 4.803, with 3 decimal places. Increasing the value of N does not seem
to substantially increase p0.
If 1 ă p ă 2, then inequality (4.16) fails (for every N P N). Incidentally, note that if
p “ 2, then the left- and right-hand sides of (4.16) are equal (for every N P N) since the
3-fold convolution of projection measure on the parabola is constant inside its support, see
[16, Lemma 4.1]. We are thus led to a different trial function. For n P N, define
fnpyq “ e´n2 p|y|p´pyq|y|´ 2´p6 . (4.17)
In light of Lemma 3.2, the sequence tfn}fn}´1L2 u concentrates at y0 “ 1. Passing to a
continuous parameter λ ą 0, Lemma 4.2 yields the lower bound
Φppfλq ě
}fλ}6L2pRqş
Ep
e´λpτ´pξq dξ dτ
“: φppλq,
which we proceed to analyze. Since
}fλ}2L2pRq “
ż 8
´8
e´λp|y|p´pyq|y|´ 2´p3 dy,ż
Ep
e´λpτ´pξq dξ dτ “
ż 8
´8
eλpξ
´ ż 8
31´p|ξ|p
e´λτ dτ
¯
dξ “ 1
λ
ż 8
´8
e´λp31´p|ξ|p´pξq dξ,
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we have that
φppλq “ λ
´ş8
´8 e
´λp|y|p´pyq|y|´ 2´p3 dy
¯3ş8
´8 e´λp3
1´p|ξ|p´pξq dξ
.
In view of (4.7), we have that C6p ě φppλq, for every λ ą 0. Therefore it suffices to show
that φppλq ą 2pi?3ppp´1q , provided λ is large enough. This is the content of the following
lemma, which we choose to formulate in terms of the function ϕppλq :“ φppλ´1q.
Lemma 4.5. Let p P p1, 2q. Then
lim
λÑ0`
ϕppλq “ 2pi?
3ppp´ 1q , (4.18)
lim
λÑ0`
ϕ1ppλq “ pip2´ pqp2p´ 1q
9
?
3 p2pp´ 1q2 , (4.19)
In particular, if λ ą 0 is small enough, then ϕppλq ą 2pi?3ppp´1q .
Note that (4.18) follows from Lemma 3.2, but we choose to present a unified approach that
establishes both (4.18) and (4.19).
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Rewrite φp in the equivalent form
φppλq “ λ
´ş8
´8 e
´λp|y|p´1´ppy´1qq|y|´ 2´p3 dy
¯3ş8
´8 e´λ3
1´pp|y|p´3p´p3p´1py´3qq dy
.
Define real-valued functions y ÞÑ αpyq and y ÞÑ βpyq via5
|y|p ´ 1´ ppy ´ 1q “
ˆ
p
2
˙`py ´ 1q2 ` αpy ´ 1q˘, (4.20)
|y|p ´ 3p ´ p3p´1py ´ 3q “ 3p´2
ˆ
p
2
˙`py ´ 3q2 ` βpy ´ 3q˘.
By the binomial series expansion, if |y| ă 1, then
αpyq “ p´ 2
3
y3 ` pp´ 2qpp´ 3q
12
y4 ` . . . , (4.21)
βpyq “ p´ 2
3 ¨ 3 y
3 ` pp´ 2qpp´ 3q
12 ¨ 32 y
4 ` . . . . (4.22)
One easily checks that |αpyq| Ñ 8, |βpyq| Ñ 8, as |y| Ñ 8, and
lim
λÑ8λαpλ
´ 1
2 yq “ lim
λÑ8λβpλ
´ 1
2 yq “ 0, (4.23)
for each y P R. We also have thatż
R
exp
´
´ λ |y|p´1´ppy´1qpp2q
¯
|y|´ 2´p3 dy “ λ´ 12
ż
R
e´y2e´λαpλ
´ 12 yq|1` λ´ 12 y|´ 2´p3 dy,
5Note that αpyq “ 3´2βp3yq.
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R
exp
´
´ λ31´pp|y|p´3p´p3p´1py´3qqpp2q
¯
dy “ 3 12λ´ 12
ż
R
e´y2e´
λ
3
βpp 3
λ
q 12 yq dy,
and consequently
φpp 2λppp´1qq “
2?
3ppp´ 1q
´ş
R e
´y2e´λαpλ
´ 12 yq|1` λ´ 12 y|´ 2´p3 dy
¯3
ş
R e
´y2e´λ3 βpp 3λ q
1
2 yq dy
.
For bookkeeping purposes, set
Appλq :“
´ż
R
e´y2e´λαpλ
´ 12 yq|1` λ´ 12 y|´ 2´p3 dy
¯3
, and Bppλq :“
ż
R
e´y2e´
λ
3
βpp 3
λ
q 12 yq dy.
We now analyze each expression. Recalling (4.22), the numerator Appλq is seen to satisfy
Appλq “ pi 32
´
1´ pp´ 2qp2p´ 1q
144λ
`Opλ´ 32 q
¯3
, as λÑ8. (4.24)
Since binomial series expansions are only valid inside the unit ball, this step requires some
care which we now briefly describe. Split the integral defining Appλq into three regions,
A
1
3
p pλq “
´ ż ´?λ
2
´8
`
ż ?λ
2
´
?
λ
2
`
ż 8
?
λ
2
¯
e´y2e´λαpλ
´ 12 yq|1` λ´ 12 y|´ 2´p3 dy “: I` II` III,
and estimate each of them separately. The main contribution comes from the integral
II “ IIpλq. Appealing to (4.21) and to the binomial series expansion, we have that
expp´λαpλ´ 12 yqq “ 1´ p´23 λ´
1
2 y3 ´ pp´2qpp´3q12 λ´1y4 ` pp´2q
2
18 λ
´1y6 `Oypλ´ 32 q,
|1` λ´ 12 y|´ 2´p3 “ 1` p´23 λ´
1
2 y ` pp´2qpp´5q18 λ´1y2 `Oypλ´
3
2 q,
uniformly in y P r´?λ{2,?λ{2s. From this one easily checks that
IIpλq “ pi 12 ` pi 12 pp´ 2qp2p´ 1q
144
λ´1 `Opλ´ 32 q.
Matters are thus reduced to verifying that the contributions from I and III become negli-
gible, as λÑ 8. On the region of integration of I “ Ipλq, the factor |1` λ´1{2y|´ 2´p3 has
an integrable singularity at y “ ´λ1{2. Recalling the definition (4.20) of the function α,
and changing variables λ´1{2yù x, we have that
Ipλq “ λ 12
ż ´ 1
2
´8
e
´ 2λ
ppp´1q p|1`x|p´1´pxq|1` x|´ 2´p3 dx.
Invoking the elementary inequality |1 ` x|p ´ 1 ´ px Áp |x|p, which is valid for every
x ď ´12 and 1 ă p ă 2, we may use Ho¨lder’s inequality together with the local integrability
of x ÞÑ |1` x|´ 2´p3 in order to bound
Ipλq “ Oppλ 12 expp´Cpλqq,
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for some Cp ą 0. The contribution of IIIpλq is easier to handle because no singularity occurs
on the corresponding region of integration. This concludes the verification of (4.24), which
can then be differentiated term by term because there is sufficient decay. Therefore
lim
λÑ8Appλq “ pi
3
2 , and lim
λÑ8´λ
2A1ppλq “ ´3pp´ 2qp2p´ 1qpi
3
2
144
.
On the other hand, using the binomial series expansion (4.22) we obtain
exp
`´ λ3βpp 3λq 12 yq˘ “ 1´ p´2
3
3
2
λ´
1
2 y3 ´ pp´2qpp´3q36 λ´1y4 ` pp´2q
2
54 λ
´1y6 `Oypλ´ 32 q,
uniformly in y P r´12pλ3 q
1
2 , 12pλ3 q
1
2 s, so that an argument similar to that for Appλq gives
Bppλq “ pi 12 ` pp´ 2qp2p´ 1qpi
1
2
144λ
`Opλ´ 32 q,
lim
λÑ8Bppλq “ pi
1
2 , and lim
λÑ8´λ
2B1ppλq “ pp´ 2qp2p´ 1qpi
1
2
144
.
We conclude
lim
λÑ0`
ϕppλq “ lim
λÑ8φppλq “ limλÑ8φp
´ 2λ
ppp´ 1q
¯
“ 2pi?
3ppp´ 1q .
To address (4.19), note that
ϕ1ppλq “ ´λ´2φ1ppλ´1q, and so lim
λÑ0`
ϕ1ppλq “ lim
λÑ8´λ
2φ1ppλq.
Therefore
lim
λÑ8´λ
2 d
dλ
´
φp
´ 2λ
ppp´ 1q
¯¯
“ 2pi?
3ppp´ 1q
´
´3pp´ 2qp2p´ 1q
144
´ pp´ 2qp2p´ 1q
144
¯
“ pip2´ pqp2p´ 1q
18
?
3 ppp´ 1q ,
which readily implies (4.19). This completes the proof of the lemma (and therefore of
Theorem 1.4). 
4.3. Improving p0. In view of the results from the last subsection, it is natural to let the
functional Φp defined on (4.1) act on trial functions fpyq “ e´|y|p |y|pp´2q{6`a, for different
choices of a.6 By doing so, the value p0 « 4.803 can be improved. We turn to the details.
Set κ :“ | ¨ |pp´2q{3`a, and note that
pκνp ˚ κνp ˚ κνpqpλξ, λpτq “ λ3apκνp ˚ κνp ˚ κνpqpξ, τq, for every λ ą 0.
Reasoning as in (4.11) and (4.12), one checks that
}fσp ˚ fσp ˚ fσp}2L2pR2q “
3
1´ 1
pΓp1`6ap q
p2
1` 1`6a
p
p1` 6aq
ż 1
´1
pκνp ˚ κνp ˚ κνpq2p31´
1
p t, 1q dt,
6Note that L2-integrability forces a ą ´ p`1
6
.
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}f}2L2pRq “
2
2
3
´ 1`6a
3p
p
Γ
´p` 1` 6a
3p
¯
.
Given t P r´1, 1s, define hpptq :“ pκνp ˚ κνp ˚ κνpqp31´
1
p t, 1q. Expanding hp in the basis of
Legendre polynomials,
}hp}2L2pr´1,1s, dtq “
8ÿ
n“0
p4n` 1q24n´1
ˆ nÿ
k“0
ˆ
2n
2k
˙ˆ
n` k ´ 12
2n
˙ż 1
´1
hpptqt2k dt
˙2
.
We proceed to find explicit expressions for the moments Inpp, aq :“
ş1
´1 hpptqtn dt. Given
b P R, we compute as in (4.13) and (4.14):ż
R2
e´pτ´bξqpκνp ˚ κνp ˚ κνpqpξ, τqdξ dτ
“
8ÿ
n“0
3
p1´ 1
p
qp2n`1q
b2n
p2nq!
2n` 1` 3a
p
Γ
´2n` 1` 3a
p
¯
I2npp, aq
“
ˆ 8ÿ
n“0
2b2n
pp2nq!Γ
´p` 1` 6n` 3a
3p
¯˙3
.
Equating coefficients as before, we find that the moment I2npp, aq equals
3
´p1´ 1
p
qp2n`1q
23p2nq!
p2p2n` 1` 3aqΓ`2n`1`3ap ˘
nÿ
k“0
n´kÿ
m“0
Γ
`
p`1`6k`3a
3p
˘
Γ
`
p`1`6m`3a
3p
˘
Γ
`p`1`6pn´k´mq`3a
3p
˘
p2kq!p2mq!p2pn´ k ´mqq! .
This implies
Φppfq “
3
1´ 1
p p2Γ
`
1`6a
p
˘
23Γ
`
p`1`6a
3p
˘3 p1` 6aq 8ÿ
n“0
p4n` 1q24n´1
ˆ nÿ
k“0
ˆ
2n
2k
˙ˆ
n` k ´ 12
2n
˙
I2kpp, aq
˙2
,
and consequently the following lower bound holds, for every N ě 0:
Φppfq ě
3
1´ 1
p p2Γ
`
1`6a
p
˘
23Γ
`
p`1`6a
3p
˘3 p1` 6aq Nÿ
n“0
p4n` 1q24n´1
ˆ nÿ
k“0
ˆ
2n
2k
˙ˆ
n` k ´ 12
2n
˙
I2kpp, aq
˙2
.
By numerically evaluating this sum with N “ 15 and a “ 715 , one can establish a lower
bound that beats the critical threshold 2pi?
3ppp´1q , for every p P p2, p1q, where p1 « 5.485
with 3 decimal places. One further observes that the lower bound for small values of
a ą 0 is larger than that for a “ 0, strongly suggesting that the original trial function
y ÞÑ e´|y|p |y|pp´2q{6 might not be an extremizer in that range of exponents.
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5. Superexponential L2-decay
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.5. We follow the outline of [12, 22],
and shall sometimes be brief. The Euler–Lagrange equation associated to (1.9) is
Ep˚
´
Eppfqp¨, tq|Eppfqp¨, tq|4
¯
“ λf, (5.1)
see [8, Proposition 2.4] for the variational derivation in a related context. The following
6-linear form will play a prominent role in the analysis:
Qpf1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6q :“
ż
R2
3ź
j“1
Eppfjqpx, tqEppfj`3qpx, tq dx dt.
An immediate consequence of (1.9) is the following basic estimate:
|Qpf1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6q| À
6ź
j“1
}fj}L2pRq. (5.2)
The form Q can be rewritten as follows:
Qpf1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6q “
ż
R6
3ź
j“1
fjpyjq|yj | p´26 fj`3pyj`3q|yj`3| p´26 δ
`
αpyq˘ δ`βpyq˘ dy,
where y “ py1, . . . , y6q P R6, αpyq :“ |y1|p ` |y2|p ` |y3|p ´ |y4|p ´ |y5|p ´ |y6|p, and
βpyq :“ y1 ` y2 ` y3 ´ y4 ´ y5 ´ y6. We will also consider the associated form
Kpf1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6q :“ Qp|f1|, |f2|, |f3|, |f4|, |f5|, |f6|q,
which is sublinear in each entry. Clearly,
|Qpf1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6q| ď Kpf1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6q, (5.3)
Kpf1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6q À
6ź
j“1
}fj}L2pRq. (5.4)
Let us now introduce a parameter s ě 1, which will typically be large. If there exist j ‰ k
such that fj is supported on r´s, ss and fk is supported outside of r´Cs,Css, for some
C ą 1, then estimate (5.4) can be improved to
Kpf1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6q À C´ p´16
6ź
j“1
}fj}L2pRq, (5.5)
in accordance to the bilinear estimates of Corollary 2.2. Introducing the weighted variant
KGpf1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6q :“
ż
R6
eGpy1q´
ř6
j“2 Gpyjq
6ź
j“1
|fjpyjq||yj | p´26 δ
`
αpyq˘ δ`βpyq˘ dy,
one checks at once that
KpeGf1, e´Gf2, e´Gf3, e´Gf4, e´Gf5, e´Gf6q “ KGpf1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6q. (5.6)
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Given µ, ε ě 0, define the function
Gµ,εpyq :“ µ|y|
p
1` ε|y|p . (5.7)
The same proof as [22, Proposition 4.5] yields
KGµ,εpf1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6q ď Kpf1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6q, (5.8)
see [22, Remark 4.6]. Split f “ fă ` fą with fą :“ f1r´s2,s2sA , and define
}f}µ,s,ε :“ }eGµ,εfą}L2 .
Definition 5.1. A function f P L2pRq is said to be a weak solution of (5.1) if there exists
λ ą 0, such that
Qpg, f, f, f, f, fq “ λxg, fyL2 , for every g P L2pRq. (5.9)
Note that if f extemizes (1.9), then f satisfies (5.9) with λ “ E6p}f}4L2 . The following key
step shows that for some positive µ, the quantity }f}µ,s,ε is bounded in ε ą 0.
Proposition 5.2. Given p ą 1, let f be a weak solution of the Euler–Lagrange equation
(5.1) with }f}L2 “ 1. If s ě 1 is sufficiently large, then there exists C ă 8 such that
λ}f}s´2p,s,ε ď o1p1q}f}s´2p,s,ε ` C
5ÿ
`“2
}f}`s´2p,s,ε ` o2p1q, (5.10)
where for j P t1, 2u the quantity ojp1q Ñ 0, as s Ñ 8, uniformly in ε. Moreover the
constant C is independent of s and ε.
Proof. We start by introducing some notation. Let G :“ Gµ,ε be as in (5.7). Let h :“ eGf ,
hą :“ eGfą and hă :“ h ´ hą. Further split fă “ f! ` f„ and hă “ h! ` h„, where
f! :“ f1r´s,ss and h! :“ eGf!. Since f satisfies (5.9), we have that
λ}eGfą}2L2 “ λxe2Gfą, fąyL2 “ λxe2Gfą, fyL2 “ Qpe2Gfą, f, f, f, f, fq
“ QpeGhą, f, f, f, f, fq “ QpeGhą, e´Gh, e´Gh, e´Gh, e´Gh, e´Ghq “: QG.
It follows from (5.3), (5.6) and (5.8) that |QG| À Kphą, h, h, h, h, hq. Writing h “ hă`hą,
the sublinearity of K implies
|QG| À Kphą, hă, hă, hă, hă, hăq `
´ÿ1`ÿ2 ¯Kphą, hj2 , hj3 , hj4 , hj5 , hj6q,
where the first sum, denoted B1, is taken over indices j2, . . . , j6 P tą,ău with exactly one of
the jk equal to ą, and the second sum, denoted B2, is taken over indices j2, . . . , j6 P tą,ău
with two or more of the jk equal to ą. We estimate the three terms separately. For the
first one,
A :“ Kphą, hă, hă, hă, hă, hăq ď Kphą, h!, hă, hă, hă, hăq `Kphą, h„, hă, hă, hă, hăq
À }hą}L2
`
s´
p´1
6 }h!}L2 ` }h„}L2
˘}hă}4L2 ,
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where we made use of the support separation of hą and h! via (5.5). Since }f}L2 “ 1, the
following estimates hold
}hă}L2 À eµs2p , }h!}L2 À eµsp , and }h„}L2 À eµs2p}f„}L2 ,
and therefore
A À }hą}L2
`
s´
p´1
6 eµpsp´s2pq ` }f„}L2
˘
e5µs
2p
.
The terms B1, B2 can be estimated in a similar way. One obtains:
B1 À }hą}2L2
`
s´
p´1
6 eµpsp´s2pq ` }f„}L2
˘
e4µs
2p
, and B2 À }hą}L2
´ 5ÿ
`“2
}hą}`L2
¯
e3µs
2p
.
The result follows by choosing µ “ s´2p and noting that }f„}L2 Ñ 0, as sÑ8. 
We are finally ready to prove that extremizers decay super-exponentially fast.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let f P L2 be an extremizer of (1.9), normalized so that }f}L2 “ 1.
Then f satisfies (5.9) with λ “ E6p. Note that the function ps, εq ÞÑ }f}s´2p,s,ε is continuous
in ps, εq P p0,8q2 and, for each fixed ε ą 0,
}f}s´2p,s,ε “ }eGs´2p,εf1r´s2,s2sA}L2 Ñ 0, as sÑ8. (5.11)
Let C be the constant promised by Proposition 5.2, and consider the function
Hpvq :“ λ
2
v ´ Cpv2 ` v3 ` v4 ` v5q.
In (5.10) choose s sufficiently large so that o1p1q ď λ2 , for every ε ą 0. This is possible
since o1p1q Ñ 0, as sÑ8, uniformly in ε ą 0. Consequently,
Hp}f}s´2p,s,εq ď o2p1q, for every ε ą 0.
In view of (5.11), and the facts that Hp0q “ 0, H 1p0q ą 0, and H is concave on r0,8q, we
may choose s sufficiently large so that supεą0 o2p1q ă Hpv0q and }f}s´2p,s,1 ď v0, where
0 ă v0 ă v1 are the two unique positive solutions of the equation
Hpvjq “ 1
2
maxtHpvq : v ě 0u.
By continuity, }f}s´2p,s,ε ď v0, for every ε ą 0. The Monotone Convergence Theorem then
implies }f}s´2p,s,0 ď v0 ă 8, which translates into
es
´2p|¨|pf P L2pRq.
Letting µ0 :“ s´2p, where s is large enough so that all of the above steps hold, we have
thus proved the first part. For the second part, note that, for every µ P R, the function
eµ|x|fpxq “ eµ|x|´µ0|x|p ¨ eµ0|x|pfpxq
belongs to L2pRq, since the first factor is bounded (here we use p ą 1) and the second factor
is, as we have just seen, square integrable. The result then follows from the Paley–Wiener
theorem as in [36, Theorem IX.13]. 
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We finish with two concluding remarks. Firstly, the argument can be adapted to the case
of extremizers for odd curves treated in the next section. Secondly, an interesting problem
is whether extremizers are smooth (and not only their Fourier transforms). This question
has been addressed in the context of the Fourier extension operator on low dimensional
spheres in [10, 40], but we have not investigated the extent to which their analysis can be
adapted to the present case.
6. The case of odd curves
In this section we discuss the necessary modifications to establish analogues of Theorems
1.3 and 1.4 for odd curves. In general terms, the analysis is similar, but the existence of par-
allel tangents requires an extra symmetrization step. Estimate (1.15) can be rewritten as
}Sppfq}L6pR2q ď Op}f}L2pRq, (6.1)
where the Fourier extension operator on the curve s “ y|y|p´1 is given by
Sppfqpx, tq “
ż
R
eixyeity|y|p´1 |y| p´26 fpyq dy. (6.2)
Given a real-valued function f P L2pRq, denote the reflexion of f with respect to the origin
by f˜ :“ fp´¨q. One easily checks that
Sppf˜qpx, tq “ Sppfqp´x,´tq “ Sppfqpx, tq,
where the bar denotes complex conjugation. In particular,
}SppfqSppgq}L3 “ }SppfqSppg˜q}L3 ,
and so functions f, g supported on intervals I and ´I, respectively, are seen to interact in
the same way as if they were both supported on I, unlike the case of even curves. In this
way, one is led to symmetrize with respect to reflexion. This has already been observed
in the case of the spheres S1 [39] and S2 [9]. Symmetrization on S2 has been efficiently
handled via δ–calculus in [17]. The same method can be applied to the present case, but we
choose to present a different argument which does not rely on the underlying convolution
structure.
Lemma 6.1. Let p ą 1 and f P L2pRq. Then
}Sppfq}L6pR2q
}f}L2pRq ď sup0‰gPL2pRq
g even
}Sppgq}L6pR2q
}g}L2pRq . (6.3)
If equality holds in (6.3), then f is necessarily an even function.
Proof. Given f P L2pRq, f ‰ 0, decompose f “ fe ` fo, where fe is an even function,
fe “ f˜e a.e. in R, and fo is odd, fo “ ´f˜o a.e. in R. Then }f}2L2 “ }fe}2L2 ` }fo}2L2 , andSppfeq is real-valued while Sppfoq is purely imaginary. Thus
|Sppfqpx, tq|2 “ |Sppfeqpx, tq|2 ` |Sppfoqpx, tq|2, for almost every px, tq P R2, (6.4)
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and so, by the triangle inequality for the L3-norm, }Sppfq}2L6 ď }Sppfeq}2L6 `}Sppfoq}2L6 . It
follows that
}Sppfq}2L6
}f}2
L2
ď }Sppfeq}
2
L6 ` }Sppfoq}2L6
}fe}2L2 ` }fo}2L2
ď max
"}Sppfeq}2L6
}fe}2L2
,
}Sppfoq}2L6
}fo}2L2
*
,
where we set either ratio on the right-hand side of this chain of inequalities to zero whenever
the corresponding function fe or fo happens to vanish identically. Therefore we may restrict
attention to functions which are either even or odd. On the other hand, the equivalent
convolution form (1.15) of the inequality implies }Sppgq}L6 ď }Spp|g|q}L6 , with equality if
and only if g “ |g| a.e. in R. Thus
}Sppfq}2L6
}f}2
L2
ď max
"}Sppfeq}2L6
}fe}2L2
,
}Spp|fo|q}2L6
}fo}2L2
*
ď sup
0‰gPL2
g even
}Sppgq}L6
}g}L2 , (6.5)
where we used that both fe and |fo| are even functions. In order for equality to hold in
(6.3), both inequalities in (6.5) must be equalities. Inspection of the chain of inequalities
leading to (6.5) shows that, if there is equality in the first inequality, then necessarily one
of the following alternatives must hold:
‚ }fo}L2 “ 0, in which case f “ fe, and so f is even; or
‚ }fe}L2 “ 0 and fo “ |fo| a.e. in R, which implies that fo ” 0, and so f ” 0 which
does not hold by assumption; or
‚ }fe}L2}fo}L2 ‰ 0 and }Sppfeq}L6}fe}´1L2 “ }Sppfoq}L6}fo}´1L2 “ }Spp|fo|q}L6}fo}´1L2 ,
which again forces fo “ |fo| a.e. in R, so that fo “ 0 which is absurd.
Therefore equality in (6.3) forces f to be an even function, as desired. 
For the remainder of this section, we restrict attention to nonnegative, even functions f .
To prove the analogue of Proposition 3.1, we need bilinear estimates as in Propositions 2.1
and 2.3, and an L1 cap bound as in Proposition 2.8. These can be obtained in exactly the
same way as for the case of even curves, since the Jacobian factor corresponding to (2.2) is
now equal to p||y1|p´1´|y|p´1|, which amounts to the bound we used before. We also need
an analogue of Proposition A.1 with two points removed, i.e. consider Xx¯,y¯ :“ Xztx¯, y¯u
equipped with a pseudometric % : Xx¯,y¯ ˆXx¯,y¯ Ñ r0,8q. The statement is analogous and
we omit the obvious writing. Next, defining the dyadic pseudometric centered at zero as in
(3.11) and invoking the appropriate bilinear estimates, we obtain an analogue of Proposition
3.4, the statement again being identical (omitted). The analogue of Proposition 3.3 requires
the pseudometric
% : Rzt´1, 1u ˆ Rzt´1, 1u Ñ r0,8q, %px, yq :“ |k ´ k1|,
where k, k1 P Z are such that ||x| ´ 1| P r2k, 2k`1q and ||y| ´ 1| P r2k1 , 2k1`1q. It handles
concentration at a pair of opposite points, which we now define.
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Definition 6.2. Let y0 P R. A sequence of even functions tfnu Ă L2pRq concentrates at
the pair t´y0, y0u if, for every ε, ρ ą 0, there exists N P N such that, for every n ě N ,ż
|y`y0|ěρ,
|y´y0|ěρ
|fnpyq|2 dy ă ε}fn}2L2pRq.
The following analogue of Proposition 3.3 holds for odd curves.
Proposition 6.3. Let tfnu Ă L2pRq be an L2-normalized extremizing sequence of even
functions for (6.1). Let trnu be a sequence of nonnegative numbers, satisfying rn Ñ 0, as
nÑ8, and
inf
nPN
ż 1`rn
1´rn
|fnpyq|2 dy ą 0.
Then the sequence tfnu concentrates at the pair t´1, 1u.
As in the case of even curves, this can be used to prove the analogue of Proposition 3.1.
Proposition 6.4. Let tfnu Ă L2pRq be an L2-normalized extremizing sequence of non-
negative, even functions for (6.1). Then there exists a subsequence tfnku, and a sequence
taku Ă Rzt0u, such that the rescaled sequence tgku, gk :“ |ak|1{2fnkpak¨q, satisfies one of
the following conditions:
(i) There exists g P L2pRq such that gk Ñ g in L2pRq, as k Ñ8, or
(ii) tgku concentrates at the pair t´1, 1u.
Let tfnu Ă L2pRq be an L2-normalized sequence of nonnegative, even functions con-
centrating at the pair t´1, 1u. Write fn “ gn ` g˜n, where gn :“ fn1r0,8q. In particular,
}gn}L2 “ 2´1{2, and the sequence tgnu concentrates at y0 “ 1. The left-hand side of (1.15)
can be expanded into
}fnµp ˚ fnµp ˚ fnµp}2L2 “ }gnµp ˚ gnµp ˚ gnµp}2L2 ` }g˜nµp ˚ g˜nµp ˚ g˜nµp}2L2 (6.6)
` 9}gnµp ˚ gnµp ˚ g˜nµp}2L2 ` 9}gnµp ˚ g˜nµp ˚ g˜nµp}2L2
` 6xgnµp ˚ gnµp ˚ gnµp , gnµp ˚ gnµp ˚ g˜nµpyL2
` 6xgnµp ˚ g˜nµp ˚ g˜nµp , g˜nµp ˚ g˜nµp ˚ g˜nµpyL2
` 18xgnµp ˚ g˜nµp ˚ g˜nµp , gnµp ˚ gnµp ˚ g˜nµpyL2
` 6xgnµp ˚ gnµp ˚ gnµp , gnµp ˚ g˜nµp ˚ g˜nµpyL2
` 6xgnµp ˚ gnµp ˚ g˜nµp , g˜nµp ˚ g˜nµp ˚ g˜nµpyL2
` 2xgnµp ˚ gnµp ˚ gnµp , g˜nµp ˚ g˜nµp ˚ g˜nµpyL2 .
The last three summands vanish since the corresponding supports intersect on a Lebesgue
null set. The symmetry of the inner products then implies
}fnµp ˚ fnµp ˚ fnµp}2L2
“ 20}gnµp ˚ gnµp ˚ gnµp}2L2 ` 30xgnµp ˚ gnµp ˚ gnµp ˚ gnµp , gnµp ˚ gnµpyL2 .
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Note that µp “ σp on the support of gn, where σp was defined in (1.11). It follows that
}fnµp ˚ fnµp ˚ fnµp}2L2
}fn}6L2
“ 5
2
}gnσp ˚ gnσp ˚ gnσp}2L2
}gn}6L2
` 15
4
xgnσp ˚ gnσp ˚ gnσp ˚ gnσp , gnσp ˚ gnσpyL2
}gn}6L2
. (6.7)
Since the sequence tgnu concentrates at y0 “ 1, we have that
lim
nÑ8xgnσp ˚ gnσp ˚ gnσp ˚ gnσp , gnσp ˚ gnσpyL2 “ 0.
Heuristically, gnσp ˚ gnσp is supported near the point p2, 2q, while pgnσpq˚p4q is supported
near the point p4, 4q, and so in the limit there is no contribution of the inner product. More
precisely, given ε ą 0, write gn “ hn ` κn, where hn :“ gn1r1´ε,1`εs and }κn}2L2 Ñ 0, as
nÑ8. If ε is small enough, then support considerations force
xhnσp ˚ hnσp ˚ hnσp ˚ hnσp , hnσp ˚ hnσpyL2 “ 0, for every n,
whereas the cross terms involve κn, whose L
2-norm tends to zero, as nÑ8. We conclude
lim sup
nÑ8
}fnµp ˚ fnµp ˚ fnµp}2L2
}fn}6L2
“ 5
2
lim sup
nÑ8
}gnσp ˚ gnσp ˚ gnσp}2L2
}gn}6L2
, (6.8)
and similarly for the limit inferior. Lemma 3.2 applied to the sequence tgnu implies
lim sup
nÑ8
}fnµp ˚ fnµp ˚ fnµp}2L2pR2q
}fn}6L2
ď 5pi?
3ppp´ 1q .
Moreover, equality holds if we take fn “ gn ` g˜n, with gn :“ 2´1{2hn}hn}´1L2 , and
hnpyq :“ e´np|y|p´1´ppy´1qq|y| p´26 1r0,8qpyq.
Theorem 1.6 is now proved.
Remark 6.5. The invariant form of condition (1.16) in Theorem 1.6 isˆ
Qp
C2
˙6
ą 5
ppp´ 1q , (6.9)
where C62 “ pi{
?
3 is the best constant for the parabola in convolution form. In the case
p “ 3, a similar condition appears in previous work of Shao [38] on the Airy–Strichartz
inequality which translates into pQ3C2 q6 ą 13 . This is of course incompatible with (6.9) but,
as was recently pointed out in [20, Remark 2.7], there is a problem in [38, Lemma 6.1] in
the passage from Eq. (89) to Eq. (90), as the argument presented there disregards the
effect of symmetrization. On the other hand, the case p “ 3 of (6.9) agrees with [20, Case
p “ q “ 6 of Theorem 1], once the proper normalization is considered.
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We now come to the question of whether extremizers for (1.15) actually exist, and
discuss the case 1 ă p ă 2 first. Just as in (4.17), set gnpyq :“ e´n2 p|y|p´pyq|y|´ 2´p6 . Its even
extension,
fn :“ gn1r0,8q ` g˜n1p´8,0s
2
1
2 }gn}L2p0,8q
,
can be used to establish the strict inequality in (1.16). One simply uses (6.8) together
with the fact that the sequence tgn}gn}´1L2 usą0 concentrates at y0 “ 1, so that an argument
similar to Lemma 4.5 can be applied to the present case. Therefore, extremizers for (1.15)
exist if 1 ă p ă 2, and Theorem 1.7 is now proved.
The case p ě 2 seems harder. In view of (6.8), it is natural to use the methods of
§4 in order to find the series expansion for the trial functions f “ 2´1{2pg ` g˜q, where
gpyq “ e´|y|p |y|pp´2q{6`a1r0,8qpyq, for different choices of a. By doing so, we find that we
cannot reach the critical threshold 5pi?
3ppp´1q , but that we can approach it from below by
varying the value of a. We are led to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.6. For every p ě 2,ˆ
Qp
C2
˙6
“ 5
ppp´ 1q .
Moreover, extremizers for (1.15) do not exist.
6.1. On symmetric complex- and real-valued extremizers. The proof of Lemma 6.1
merits some further remarks which we attempt to insert within a broader context.
First of all, identity (6.4) holds thanks to the symmetry with respect to the origin of both
the curve s “ y|y|p´1 and the measure dµp “ δ
`
t´ y|y|p´1˘|y|pp´2q{6 dy ds. In fact, the
proof of Lemma 6.1 immediately generalizes to the Fourier extension operator associated
to any antipodally symmetric pair pΣ, µq. By this we mean a set Σ Ď Rd (usually a smooth
submanifold) together with a Borel measure µ supported on Σ, both symmetric with respect
to the origin in the sense that T pΣq “ Σ and T ˚µ “ µ, where T denotes the antipodal map
T pyq “ ´y and T ˚µ denotes the pushforward measure.
Secondly, the Lebesgue exponent 6 can be replaced with any finite exponent r ě 2. More
precisely, in the general context of an antipodally symmetric pair pΣ, µq, if an estimate
}xfµ}LrpRdq À }f}L2pΣ,µq (6.10)
does hold for some r P r2,8q, then necessarily7
sup
0‰fPL2pΣ,µq
f R-valued
}xfµ}LrpRdq
}f}L2pΣ,µq “ sup0‰gPL2pΣ,µq
g R-valued, g even or g odd
}xgµ}LrpRdq
}g}L2pΣ,µq .
Thirdly, the discussion extends to the more general situation of complex-valued func-
tions. For concreteness, let us specialize to the case of the unit sphere Σ “ Sd´1 Ď Rd,
7Here, a real-valued function g : Σ Ñ R is naturally defined to be even (resp. odd) if gpyq “ gp´yq (resp.
gpyq “ ´gp´yq), for µ-almost every point y P Σ.
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d ě 2, equipped with its natural surface measure µ. Given an exponent p ě pd :“ 2pd`1qd´1 ,
the Tomas–Stein inequality states that
}zpuµq}LppRdq Àp,d }u}L2pSd´1q, (6.11)
for every complex-valued function u P L2pSd´1q. It is known [13, 19] that complex-valued
extremizers for (6.11) exist in the full range p ě pd, the endpoint existence in dimensions
d ě 4 being conditional on a celebrated conjecture concerning (1.2). Moreover, if p ě pd is
an even integer, then real-valued, even, nonnegative extremizers for (6.11) exist, by virtue
of the equivalent convolution form, see [9, 17,39]. Finally, if p “ 8, then one easily checks
that the unique extremizers for (6.11) are the constant functions. For general p ě pd,
p ‰ 8, we argue that the search for extremizers of (6.11) can be restricted to the class
of complex-valued, symmetric functions. Indeed, write u “ f ` ig, with f “ <u, g “ =u.
By reorganizing the summands, we may write u “ F ` iG, where F “ fe ` igo and
G “ ge ´ ifo. The functions F,G are complex-valued and symmetric, in the sense that
F pyq “ F p´yq and Gpyq “ Gp´yq, for every y P Sd´1. Moreover, one easily checks that
F pyq “ 12pupyq ` up´yqq, Gpyq “ 12ipupyq ´ up´yqq, }u}2L2 “ }F }2L2 ` }G}2L2 and that, in
view of the antipodal symmetry of the pair pSd´1, µq, the functions xFµ, xGµ are real-valued.
Following the proof of Lemma 6.1, we are thus led to the following result.
Proposition 6.7. Let d ě 2 and 2pd`1qd´1 ď p ď 8. Then for every complex-valued u P
L2pSd´1q, u ‰ 0, the following inequality holds:
}zpuµq}LppRdq
}u}L2pSd´1q ď sup0‰FPL2sympSd´1q
}xFµ}LppRdq
}F }L2pSd´1q , (6.12)
where L2sympSd´1q :“ tF P L2pSd´1q : F pyq “ F p´yq, for µ-a.e. y P Sd´1u. Moreover, if u
realizes equality in (6.12), then there exist F P L2sympSd´1q and a constant κ P C such that
u “ κF , µ-a.e.
Proof. In light of the previous discussion, we can assume p ă 8, and only the last statement
merits further justification. Suppose that u realizes equality in (6.12). In particular,
u is a complex-valued extremizer for (6.11). Decompose u “ F ` iG as before, with
F pyq “ 12pupyq`up´yqq, G “ 12ipupyq´up´yqq, so that F,G P L2sympSd´1q. If either F ” 0
or G ” 0, then there is nothing to prove, and so in what follows we assume F,G not to
be identically zero. Following the proof of Lemma 6.1, we note that equality occurs in
the application of the triangle inequality with respect to the Lp{2pRdq-norm (recall that
p{2 ą 1 is finite) only if there exists λ ą 0, such that8
|xFµpξq| “ λ|xGµpξq|, for every ξ P Rd. (6.13)
8As Fourier transforms of compactly supported distributions, both sides of (6.13) coincide with the
absolute value of real-valued, smooth functions, so that the pointwise equality occurs at every point, and
not just almost everywhere.
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Subsequent cases of equality further imply
}zpuµq}LppRdq
}u}L2pSd´1q “
}xFµ}LppRdq
}F }L2pSd´1q “
}xGµ}LppRdq
}G}L2pSd´1q ,
and so the functions F,G are also extremizers for (6.11). It suffices to show that F “ κG,
where κ P t´λ, λu. Recall that xFµ, xGµ are real-valued functions, since F,G P L2sympSd´1q.
Let ξ0 P Rd be such that |xFµpξ0q| ‰ 0. We lose no generality in assuming that xFµpξ0q ą 0
and xGµpξ0q ą 0, for otherwise we could replace F by ´F , or G by ´G. By continuity,
there exists r0 ą 0, such thatxFµpξ ` ξ0q “ λxGµpξ ` ξ0q, for every |ξ| ă r0. (6.14)
On the other hand, xFµpξ ` ξ0q “ pe´iy¨ξ0Fµqppξq and xGµpξ ` ξ0q “ pe´iy¨ξ0Gµqppξq. The
functions e´iy¨ξ0F and e´iy¨ξ0G belong to L2sympSd´1q, and may be expanded in the basis
of spherical harmonics,
e´iy¨ξ0F “
8ÿ
n“0
γpd,nqÿ
k“1
an,kYn,k, and e
´iy¨ξ0G “
8ÿ
n“0
γpd,nqÿ
k“1
bn,kYn,k. (6.15)
Here, tYn,kuγpd,nqk“1 denotes a basis for the space of spherical harmonics of degree n in the
sphere Sd´1, which has dimension γpd, nq :“ `d`n´1n ˘´ `d`n´3n´2 ˘, see [41, Chapter IV]. The
coefficients an,k, bn,k are complex numbers. Applying the Fourier transform to (6.15), we
find that
xFµpξ ` ξ0q “ p2piq d2 8ÿ
n“0
γpd,nqÿ
k“1
an,ki
´n|ξ|´ d2`1J d
2
´1`np|ξ|qYn,k
´ ξ
|ξ|
¯
,
xGµpξ ` ξ0q “ p2piq d2 8ÿ
n“0
γpd,nqÿ
k“1
bn,ki
´n|ξ|´ d2`1J d
2
´1`np|ξ|qYn,k
´ ξ
|ξ|
¯
.
(6.16)
Using (6.14) and (6.16) together with the orthogonality of the functions tYn,ku in L2pSd´1q,
we obtain
an,kr
´ d
2
`1J d
2
´1`nprq “ λbn,kr´
d
2
`1J d
2
´1`nprq, for every r P p0, r0q.
In particular, an,k “ λbn,k. This and (6.15) together imply F “ λG. 
A similar result to Proposition 6.7 holds for a broader class of antipodally symmetric
pairs pΣ, µq. Indeed, let r P r2,8q be such that the extension estimate (6.10) holds. Then
sup
0‰uPL2pΣ,µq
}zpuµq}LrpRdq
}u}L2pΣ,µq “ sup0‰FPL2sympΣ,µq
}xFµ}LrpRdq
}F }L2pΣ,µq , (6.17)
with the obvious definition of L2sympΣ, µq. Moreover, if µ is compactly supported and
finite, then any complex extremizer u for (6.10) necessarily coincides with a multiple of a
symmetric extremizer F P L2sympΣ, µq. Regarding the second part of Proposition 6.7, the
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previous proof used the particular geometry of the sphere, but it can be modified to handle
this more general situation. The crux of the matter is the fact that the Fourier transform of
a compactly supported finite measure is real analytic. Indeed, if µ is a positive, compactly
supported finite measure, and F P L2pΣ, µq, then, for every ξ0 P Rd,xFµpξq “ ż
Σ
e´iξ¨yF pyqdµpyq “
ż
Σ
e´ipξ´ξ0q¨ye´iξ0¨yF pyq dµpyq
“
8ÿ
k“0
p´iqk
k!
ż
Σ
`pξ ´ ξ0q ¨ y˘ke´iξ0¨yF pyqdµpyq, (6.18)
where the convergence is locally uniform. To see this, note the following tail estimate,›››› 8ÿ
k“K
p´iqk
k!
ż
Σ
ppξ ´ ξ0q ¨ yqke´iξ0¨yF pyq dµpyq
››››
L8ξ pΩq
ď µpΣq 12 }F }L2pΣ,µq
8ÿ
k“K
sk
k!
,
which holds for every compact subset Ω Ď Rd and every K P N. Here, s “ supξPΩ, yPΣ |ξ ´
ξ0||y| ă 8. Therefore, the analogue of (6.13) in this setting leads to the corresponding
(6.14), which by analyticity of (6.18) implies xFµ “ λxGµ, and therefore F “ λG.
These observations can be of interest when combined with the main result of [13], which
states that complex-valued extremizers exist in the non-endpoint setting, provided µ is
a positive, compactly supported finite measure. Important cases of antipodally symmet-
ric pairs pΣ, µq which have attracted recent attention include the aforementioned case of
spheres, together with ellipsoids equipped with surface measure, and the double cone, the
one- and the two-sheeted hyperboloids equipped with their natural Lorentz invariant mea-
sures, see [18] and the references therein.
We end this section with a final remark on the multiplier form of inequality (6.1).
Consider the Cauchy problem#
Btu´ |Bx|p´1Bxu “ 0, px, tq P Rˆ R,
up¨, 0q “ f P L2xpRq,
(6.19)
whose solution can be written in terms of the propagator
upx, tq “ et|Bx|p´1Bxfpxq “ 1
2pi
ż
R
eixξeitξ|ξ|p´1 pfpξqdξ. (6.20)
In view of (6.1), and more generally of [26, Theorem 2.1], this satisfies the mixed norm
estimate
}|D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxf}LrtLsxpR1`1q Àr,s }f}L2pRq,
whenever the Lebesgue exponents r, s are such that 2r ` 1s “ 12 .
In this context, as noted in [20, 38] for the case p “ 3, it makes sense to distinguish
between real-valued and general complex-valued L2 initial data. This is because the evo-
lution et|Bx|p´1Bx preserves real-valuedness. In other words, if f is real valued, then so is
et|Bx|p´1Bxf , for every t P R. In fact, if f is real-valued, then pfp´ξq “ pfpξq, and so taking the
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complex conjugate of (6.20) reveals that upx, tq “ upx, tq. The operator |D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bx is
seen to preserve real-valuedness in a similar way.
It is then natural to consider the following family of sharp inequalities, for real- and
complex-valued initial data and admissible Lebesgue exponents r, s:
}|D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxu}LrtLsxpR1`1q ď Mp,r,spCq}u}L2pRq, (6.21)
}|D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxf}LrtLsxpR1`1q ď Mp,r,spRq}f}L2pRq, (6.22)
where u : RÑ C is complex-valued and f : RÑ R is real-valued. The study of extremizers
for (6.21)–(6.22) in the Airy–Strichartz case p “ 3 has been considered in [15,20,22,38]. It
would be interesting to determine whether the methods developed in the present paper can
be adapted to the study of extremizers for (6.21)–(6.22) in the mixed norm case r ‰ s, so as
to obtain an alternative approach to profile decomposition or the missing mass method. We
do not pursue these matters here. However, we would still like to point out two interesting
features of this problem which are easily derived from our previous analysis, and are the
content of the following result.
Proposition 6.8. Let p ą 1, and r, s P p2,8q be such that Mp,r,spCq and Mp,r,spRq
are finite. Then Mp,r,spCq “ Mp,r,spRq. Moreover, if a complex-valued extremizer u for
Mp,r,spCq exists, then there exist κ P C and a real-valued extremizer f for Mp,r,spRq, such
that u “ κf .
The problem of the relationship between arbitrary complex-valued extremizers and real-
valued extremizers has been considered in the literature, see e.g. [10] for the case of the
Tomas–Stein inequality on the sphere S2. Note the duality with the second statement of
Proposition 6.7 above.
Proof of Proposition 6.8. The equality Mp,r,spCq “ Mp,r,spRq follows the same lines of the
proof of Lemma 6.1. To see why this is the case, let u P L2pRq and write u “ f ` ig, where
f and g are the real and imaginary parts of u, and hence real-valued. Therefore
}u}2L2 “ }f}2L2 ` }g}2L2 , (6.23)
||D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxupxq|2 “ ||D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxfpxq|2 ` ||D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxgpxq|2, (6.24)
for every px, tq P R2. If r, s ě 2, then we can use the triangle inequality for the Ls{2x - and
the L
r{2
t -norms applied to (6.24), and obtain
}|D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxu}2LrtLsx ď }|D|
p´2
r et|Bx|p´1Bxf}2LrtLsx ` }|D|
p´2
r et|Bx|p´1Bxg}2LrtLsx . (6.25)
Without loss of generality, assume that f, g are not identically zero. Reasoning as in the
proof of Lemma 6.1 yields
}|D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxu}2LrtLsx
}u}2
L2
ď max
!}|D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxf}2LrtLsx
}f}2
L2
,
}|D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxg}2LrtLsx
}g}2
L2
)
,
(6.26)
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and therefore Mp,r,spCq ď Mp,r,spRq. The reverse inequality is immediate. We gratefully
acknowledge recent personal communication with R. Frank and J. Sabin, who indepen-
dently arrived at a similar conclusion in the context of [20].
We proceed to show that an arbitrary complex-valued extremizer for Mp,r,spCq neces-
sarily coincides with a constant multiple of a real-valued extremizer for Mp,r,spRq. Let
r, s P p2,8q, and suppose that u is a complex-valued extremizer for Mp,r,spCq, which we
express as the sum of its real and imaginary parts, u “ f ` ig. An inspection of the chain
of inequalities leading to (6.26) shows that one of the following alternatives must hold:
‚ g “ 0 and u “ f is a real-valued extremizer, or
‚ f “ 0, u “ ig, and g is a real-valued extremizer, or
‚ f, g are both not identically zero, and
}|D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxf}2LrtLsx
}f}2
L2
“ }|D|
p´2
r et|Bx|p´1Bxg}2LrtLsx
}g}2
L2
“ Mp,r,spRq, (6.27)
so that f, g are real-valued extremizers.
It suffices to analyze the latter case. An inspection of the chain of inequalities leading to
(6.25) shows that equality must hold in both applications of the triangle inequality. Since
r, s P p2,8q, this implies the existence of λ ą 0, such that
||D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxfpxq| “ λ||D| p´2r et|Bx|p´1Bxgpxq|, for almost every px, tq P R2. (6.28)
Equality in (6.27) then implies }f}L2 “ λ}g}L2 . By squaring (6.28), and applying the
Fourier transform, the equality of the resulting convolutions can be recast as follows:ż
R2
pfpy1q pfpy2q δ`t´ ψpy1q ´ ψpy2q˘ δ`x´ y1 ´ y2˘|y1y2| p´2r dy1 dy2
“ λ2
ż
R2
pgpy1qpgpy2q δ`t´ ψpy1q ´ ψpy2q˘ δ`x´ y1 ´ y2˘|y1y2| p´2r dy1 dy2, (6.29)
where px, tq P R2 and ψpyq :“ y|y|p´1. Considering points px, tq in the interior of the
support of the convolution measure µp ˚ µp, i.e. satisfying t ą 2ψpx2 q for x ą 0, and
t ă 2ψpx2 q for x ă 0, we see that there exists a unique positive solution α “ αpx, tq ą 0 of
t “ ψpx2 ´ αpx, tqq ` ψpx2 ` αpx, tqq, (6.30)
and hence that the system of equations t “ ψpy1q`ψpy2q, x “ y1`y2 has unique solutions
py1, y2q P tpx2 ´ αpx, tq, x2 ` αpx, tqq, px2 ` αpx, tq, x2 ´ αpx, tqqu.
From (6.29) and a similar reasoning to that of [32, Proposition 2.1 and Remark 2.3], it
then follows thatpfpx2 ´ αpx, tqq pfpx2 ` αpx, tqq “ λ2pgpx2 ´ αpx, tqqpgpx2 ` αpx, tqq,
for almost every px, tq P supppµp ˚ µpq. Alternatively, the latter identity follows by con-
sidering the analogue of formula (2.4) obtained in the case of even curves, which by the
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previous discussion applies to the present scenario as well. This yieldspfpxq pfpx1q “ λ2pgpxqpgpx1q, (6.31)
for almost every px, x1q P R2. As pf, pg belong to L2pRq, we may integrate over any compact
subset I Ă R in both variables x, x1, and obtain´ż
I
pfpxq dx¯2 “ λ2´ż
I
pgpxq dx¯2. (6.32)
Choose a compact subset J Ă R for which şJ pgpxqdx ‰ 0. From (6.32), we have thatż
J
pfpxq dx “ λ ż
J
pgpxqdx, or ż
J
pfpxqdx “ ´λ ż
J
pgpxq dx. (6.33)
Integrating both sides of (6.31) over x1 P J , one infers from (6.33) that either pf “ λpg orpf “ ´λpg, and therefore that either f “ λg or f “ ´λg. The conclusion is that there exists
λ ą 0 such that either u “ pλ` iqg or u “ p´λ` iqg, and so u is a constant multiple of a
real-valued extremizer, as desired. 
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Appendix A. Concentration-compactness
This appendix consists of a useful observation regarding Lions’ concentration-compactness
lemma [28]. Let us start with some general considerations. Let pX,B, µq be a measure space
with a distinguished point x¯ P X, such that tx¯u P B and µptx¯uq “ 0. Set Xx¯ :“ Xztx¯u. Let
% : Xx¯ˆXx¯ Ñ r0,8q be a pseudometric on Xx¯, i.e. a measurable function on Xx¯ˆXx¯ sat-
isfying %px, xq “ 0, %px, yq “ %py, xq, and %px, yq ď %px, zq ` %pz, yq, for every x, y, z P Xx¯.
Define the ball of center x P Xx¯ and radius r ě 0, Bpx, rq :“ ty P Xx¯ : %px, yq ď ru,
and its complement Bpx, rqA :“ XzBpx, rq. It is clear that Xx¯ “ Ťrě0Bpx, rq, for every
x ‰ x¯. We have the following concentration-compactness result, which should be compared
to [28, Lemma I.1].
Proposition A.1. Let pX,B, µq, x¯ P X, % : Xx¯ ˆXx¯ Ñ r0,8q be as above. Let tρnu be a
sequence in L1pX,µq satisfying:
ρn ě 0 in X,
ż
X
ρn dµ “ λ,
where λ ą 0 is fixed. Then there exists a subsequence tρnku satisfying one of the following
three possibilities:
(i) (Compactness) There exists txku Ă Xx¯ such that ρnkp¨ ` xkq is tight i.e.:
@ε ą 0, DR ă 8 :
ż
Bpxk,Rq
ρnk dµ ě λ´ ε;
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(ii) (Vanishing) lim
kÑ8 supyPXx¯
ż
Bpy,Rq
ρnk dµ “ 0, for all R ă 8;
(iii) (Dichotomy) There exists α P p0, λq with the following property. For every ε ą 0,
there exist R P r0,8q, k0 ě 1, and nonnegative functions ρk,1, ρk,2 P L1pX,µq such
that, for every k ě k0,
}ρnk ´ pρk,1 ` ρk,2q}L1pXq ď ε,
ˇˇˇż
X
ρk,1 dµ´ α
ˇˇˇ
ď ε,
ˇˇˇż
X
ρk,2 dµ´ pλ´ αq
ˇˇˇ
ď ε,
supppρk,1q Ď Bpxk, Rq, and supppρk,2q Ď Bpxk, RkqA,
for certain sequences txku Ă Xx¯, tRku Ă r0,8q with Rk Ñ8, as k Ñ8.
The proof of Proposition A.1 parallels that of [28, Lemma I.1], and proceeds via analysis
of the sequence of concentration functions
Qn : r0,8q Ñ R, Qnptq :“ sup
xPXx¯
ż
Bpx,tq
ρn dµ.
The sequence tQnu consists of nondecreasing, nonnegative, uniformly bounded functions
on r0,8q, which satisfy Qnptq Ñ λ, as tÑ8, since µptx¯uq “ 0. Very briefly, the argument
goes as follows. By the Helly Selection Principle, there exists a subsequence tnku Ă N
and a nondecreasing, nonnegative function Q : r0,8q Ñ R, such that Qnkptq Ñ Qptq, as
k Ñ8, for every t ě 0. Set α :“ limtÑ8Qptq P r0, λs, and note that:
‚ If α “ 0, then Q ” 0. This translates into the vanishing condition at once.
‚ If α “ λ, then compactness occurs.
‚ If 0 ă α ă λ, then dichotomy occurs. In this case, the functions ρk,1, ρk,2 are given
by ρk,1 “ ρnk1Bpxk,Rq and ρk,2 “ ρnk1Bpxk,RkqA .
We omit further details and refer the interested reader to [28].
When applying Proposition A.1 to the study of extremizing sequences for (1.9), the
desirable outcome (with a view towards obtaining concentration at a point under the
hypotheses of Proposition 3.3) is compactness or vanishing. Therefore the possibility of
dichotomy needs to be discarded. To this end, Lions proposes the strict superadditivity
condition [28, Section I.2], which in the present setting can be recast as follows. Define
Iλ :“ supt}Eppfq}6L6pR2q : }f}2L2pRq “ λu. (A.1)
The quantity Iλ is said to satisfy the strict superadditivity condition if, for every λ ą 0,
Iλ ą Iα ` Iλ´α, for every α P p0, λq. (A.2)
In our case, Ep is a linear operator, and so Iλ “ λ3I1 “ λ3E6p. Thus (A.2) translates
into the elementary numerical inequality λ3 ą α3 ` pλ´ αq3, which holds for every λ ą 0
and α P p0, λq. As seen in the proof of Proposition 3.3, it is condition (A.2) (applied with
λ “ 1) which ensures that dichotomy does not occur. A similar condition in a more general
context is used by Lieb [27, Lemma 2.7].
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Appendix B. Revisiting Bre´zis–Lieb
In this appendix, we prove a useful variant of [13, Proposition 1.1], which in turn relies
on the Bre´zis–Lieb lemma [4]. [13, Proposition 1.1] states that, in the compact setting, the
only obstruction to the strong convergence of an extremizing sequence is weak convergence
to zero. In the non-compact setting, it is in general non-trivial to verify condition (iv)
of [13, Proposition 1.1]. To overcome this difficulty, various arguments using Sobolev
embeddings and the Rellich–Kondrachov compactness theorem have been employed in
[7, 14,34,35]. In our case, it is not clear how such an argument would go. Instead we take
a different route, and argue that condition (iv) from [13, Proposition 1.1] can be replaced
by uniform decay of the L2-norm, in a sense compactifying the space in question. The
following is a precise formulation of this idea.
Proposition B.1. Given p ą 1, consider the Fourier extension operator Ep : L2pRq Ñ
L6pR2q defined in (1.12). Let tfnu Ă L2pRq, and let Θ : r1,8q Ñ p0,8q with ΘpRq Ñ 0,
as RÑ8, be such that:
(i) }fn}L2pRq “ 1, for every n P N;
(ii) limnÑ8 }Eppfnq}L6pR2q “ Ep;
(iii) fn á f ‰ 0, as nÑ8;
(iv) }fn}L2pr´R,RsAq ď ΘpRq, for every n P N and R ě 1.
Then fn Ñ f in L2pRq, as n Ñ 8. In particular, }f}L2pRq “ 1 and }Eppfq}L6pR2q “ Ep,
and so f is an extremizer of (1.9).
This variant was already observed in [33, Proposition 2.31] for the case of the cone, and
the proof follows similar lines to that of [13, Proposition 1.1]. Note that the function
Θ may depend on the sequence tfnu, but not on n. The following proof is inspired by
[19, Proposition 2.2].
Proof of Proposition B.1. Denote rn :“ fn ´ f . Then rn á 0, as n Ñ 8, and thus
m :“ limnÑ8 }rn}2L2 exists and satisfies 1 “ }f}2L2 `m. Given R ą 0, decompose
rn “ rn1r´R,Rs ` rn1r´R,RsA “: rn,1 ` rn,2.
Since the support of rn,1 is compact and rn,1 á 0, as nÑ 8, then Epprn,1q Ñ 0 pointwise
a.e. in R2, as nÑ8. On the other hand, from condition (iv) we have that
}Epprn,2q}L6 ď EppΘpRq ` }f}L2pr´R,RsAqq, (B.1)
for every R ě 1. This upper bound is independent of n, and tends to 0 as R Ñ 8. We
have Eppfn´rn,2q “ Eppfq`Epprn,1q, and }Eppfn´rn,2q}L6 ď Epp1`ΘpRq`}f}L2pr´R,RsAqq
is uniformly bounded in n. Since Eppfn ´ rn,2q Ñ Eppfq pointwise a.e. in R2, as n Ñ 8,
we can invoke the Bre´zis–Lieb lemma [4] and obtain
}Eppfn ´ rn,2q}6L6 “ }Eppfq}6L6 ` }Epprn,1q}6L6 ` op1q, as nÑ8.
It follows that µ :“ lim supnÑ8 }Epprn,1q}6L6 and λ :“ lim supnÑ8 }Eppfn ´ rn,2q}6L6 satisfy
λ “ }Eppfq}6L6 ` µ.
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Since }Epprn,1q}6L6 ď E6p}rn,1}6L2 ď E6p}rn}6L2 , we have µ ď E6pm3. Therefore
λ “ }Eppfq}6L6 ` µ ď }Eppfq}6L6 `E6pp1´ }f}2L2q3.
Thus, replacing the definition of λ, we have proved
lim sup
nÑ8
}Eppfn ´ rn,2q}6L6 ď }Eppfq}6L6 `E6pp1´ }f}2L2q3, (B.2)
for every R ě 1. Now, }Eppfn ´ rn,2q}L6 ě }Eppfnq}L6 ´ }Epprn,2q}L6 and }Epprn,2q}L6 is
bounded above as quantified by (B.1). Thus
lim sup
nÑ8
}Eppfn ´ rn,2q}L6 ě Ep ´EppΘpRq ` }f}L2pr´R,RsAqq,
for every R ě 1. Using this together with (B.2), and letting RÑ8, yields
E6p ď }Eppfq}6L6 `E6pp1´ }f}2L2q3.
By the elementary inequality p1´ tq3 ď 1´ t3, valid for every t P r0, 1s, we then have
E6p ď }Eppfq}6L6 `E6pp1´ }f}6L2q.
Since the reverse inequality holds by definition, we conclude that f is an extremizer. More-
over, since f ‰ 0 and the elementary inequality is strict unless t P t0, 1u, we conclude that
}f}L2 “ 1. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
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